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date maximum firms, we have
started to create land banks
in different pockets of the
State," MP Industrial Policy
and Investment Promotion
Principal Secretary Sanjay
Shukla has revealed.

UP unveils reforms
across all 75 districts The
Uttar Pradesh (UP) govern-
ment is targeting to imple-
ment 46, key, district-level
reforms across the 75
districts of the State. The
reforms are aimed at further
improving ease of doing
business, attracting invest-
ments and creating jobs in the
State. As an important
component of the reforms,
46 services of 10 new
departments are to be
integrated into the State's
single-window portal, Nivesh
Mitra, by October 31. These
services will be equipped
with facility of downloading
the final clearance. At
present, 146 services of 20
departments are being
provided through Nivesh
Mitra. So far, Nivesh Mitra
has received 2,05,310
applications, of which
1,63,130 clearances have
been granted online, resulting
in 79 per cent approval rate.

RAKEZ expands
e-commerce solutions
With continued global surge
in demand for online
products and services, the
Ras Al Khaimah Economic
Zone (RAKEZ) has ex-
panded activities under its e-
commerce licence and
launched new set-up
packages to back the entire e-
commerce value chain from
products and services to
storage, fulfilment and
logistics providers. In the
first half of 2020, RAKEZ
has witnessed a 150 per cent
increase in e-commerce-
related enquiries and a 91 per
cent rise in new registrations
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Hotel owners share woes
with Piyush Goyal The
Federation of Hotel &
Restaurant Associations of
India (FHRAI) recently held
an online meeting with Union
Commerce and Industry and
Railway Minister Piyush
Goyal to discuss key issues
of the hospitality industry.
Hotel and restaurant owners
drew the attention of
Mr Goyal to issues related to
ease of doing business,
copyrights and Service
Exports from India Scheme
(SEIS). The FHRAI members
also shared other concerns
faced by the hospitality
industry, such as the
government not considering
foreign exchange earnings
from foreign guests - which
constitute about 30 per cent
of the industry's revenue - as
deemed exports.

MP's 20,000-acre land
bank to woo industries
Madhya Pradesh (MP) is
planning to create a land bank
of around 20,000 acres by

Coal sector prospects bright: Coal Secretary The govern-
ment is working to bring new investments in the coal sector by
making it more attractive. The coal sector is now maturing, and
the industry need not worry about issues pertaining to the sec-
tor, Union Coal Secretary Anil Kumar Jain  has said. Address-
ing a webinar, Stakeholders' Consultation on Auction of Coal
Mines for Commercial Mining, organised by FICCI, jointly with
the Ministry of Coal, Mr Jain noted that the business prospects
for coal was very promising and added that the government was
encouraged by the response to the auction of commercial mines.

pooling land to lure fresh
investments into the State.
The Industry Department of
Madhya Pradesh has already
selected some potential belts
for land pooling near Indore,

Ujjain, Dewas, Khargone,
Bhopal, Raisen, Sehore and
Hoshangabad. "Despite the
COVID-19 lockdown across
the country, we have
received many enquiries from
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compared to those during the
year-ago period.

Domestic airlines may
need $3.5-bn funding
Domestic airlines, excluding
IndiGo, may require funding
requirement to the tune of
$3-3.5 billion. The need for
high funding is because travel
demand is likely to remain
subdued until the September
quarter, and there is no
certainty of revival in the
second half of FY21,
forecasts aviation
consultancy Centre for Asia
Pacific Aviation (CAPA) in a
recent report. CAPA had in
late April said that Indian
airlines, excluding IndiGo,
would need to raise a
minimum of $2.5 billion to
survive temporary grounding
of operations due to
lockdown. The consultancy
estimates the April-June
losses of Indian airlines at
$1.50-1.75 billion.

Online grocery sales to
hit $3 bn in 2020 The
Indian online grocery market
could exceed sales of $3
billion (about Rs 22,500
crore) in 2020, a substantial
76 per cent jump over the
previous year, Spencer's
Retail Chairman Sanjiv
Goenka has said. The
preference for online delivery
of products became more
visible following the COVID-
19 outbreak, Mr Goenka has
added. Spencer's Retail, a
part of the RP-Sanjiv Goenka
Group, had acquired online

supermarket and grocery
store Nature's Basket in July
2019. Consumers have opted
to buy essentials and other
products online in a bigger
way than they had done in
the past, Mr Goenka notes.

SIAM sees FY21 automo-
bile sales skidding Society
of Indian Automobile
Manufacturers (SIAM) has
forecast a bleak scenario for
FY21 in terms of sales as
well as investments. Another
casualty will be electric
vehicles (EVs), where
companies are no longer in a
position to invest in new
technology and would need
government support if the
country does not want to
miss the EV revolution,
SIAM President Rajan
Wadehra has said. The
industry body has said that
during the current year, the
auto sector is looking at a
decline of 26 to 45 per cent
depending on the vehicle
category.

767 licences burden new
investors A status check by
a committee of secretaries
(CoS) on clearances for
investors reveals that the 35
Central ministries and
departments among them are
presiding over a regime of as
many as 767 pre-establish-
ment and pre-operation
licences. Add to these the
multitude of inspections and
approval renewals an
investor is required to go
through after the commence-
ment of operations and one
could call the country's
regulatory system anything
but investor friendly.
Despite a jump of 79 notches
in its overall ranking in the
World Bank's Ease of Doing
Business Index over five
years, India's performance in
the starting-a-business
category has been well below
par.

"It will be critical to
closely monitor

consumer trends and
buying behaviour

across markets, so
that we can

effectively adapt our
business models and

product offerings. I
think that long-term

growth drivers for
the business will
remain robust."

NatarajanNatarajanNatarajanNatarajanNatarajan
ChandrasekaranChandrasekaranChandrasekaranChandrasekaranChandrasekaran

CHAIRMAN, TATA SONS
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"The government
support would have to

shift more towards
being equity-like as

opposed to debt-like
because there's a
bigger insolvency

issue here. Otherwise,
you would end up with
a lot of firms that exit
this crisis with a huge

amount of debt
over-hang."

Gita GopinathGita GopinathGita GopinathGita GopinathGita Gopinath
CHIEF ECONOMIST, IMF

"Bad loans are likely
to mount to 12 to 15
per cent. Given all
that, Japanification of
Indian banks is a
serious concern, and
the way out of it is to
raise capital in the
financial
intermediation
sector."

Viral AcharyaViral AcharyaViral AcharyaViral AcharyaViral Acharya
EX-DY GOVERNOR, RBI

"If you are an
American adult, it is
more likely than not
that China has stolen
your personal data."

Christopher WrayChristopher WrayChristopher WrayChristopher WrayChristopher Wray
DIRECTOR, FBI

Former TSSC CEO S P
Kochar has assumed
charge as director general
of telecom industry body
Cellular Operators'
Association of India after
Rajan S Mathews quit the
organisation in July.

 APPOINTMENTS
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IOC restarts work on Rs 1.04-lakh-cr projects Indian Oil
Corporation (IOCL) has said that it has resumed work on projects
worth Rs 1,04,000 crore. The nation's biggest oil company has
added that the projects will help address future energy demand
as well as kick-start the economy. The State-owned oil refining
and marketing company has revealed that it is on track to achieve
its planned capital expenditure (capex) of Rs 26,143 crore in the
current financial year ending March 2021. However, it has cau-
tioned that its future capex depends on long-term demand po-
tential in the country. The company has said that it resumed
works at various project sites after easing of lockdown from
April 20.

of the current financial year
amid the COVID-19
slowdown. The capex was
117 per cent of the targeted
one and 4.2 per cent more

compared with the one spent
during the corresponding
period of the last financial
year. The capex utilisation of
the miner has received a
boost from three of its
subsidiaries - South Eastern
Coalfields, Northern
Coalfields and Central
Coalfields. These subsidiaries
accounted for 81 per cent of
the capital expenditure ended
June quarter.

FACT imports 55,000
tonnes of fertilisers State-
owned Fertilisers and
Chemicals Travancore
(FACT) has imported 55,000
tonnes of fertilisers so far
this financial year. "FACT
has placed purchase orders
for import of three ship-
ments of fertilisers. Out of
this, two shipments have
already arrived. In this, one
shipment is of 27,500 tonnes
of MoP (Muriate of Potash),
and the other one is of
27,500 tonnes of complex
fertiliser," the company has
said in a statement. The third
shipment is of MoP, which
is expected to arrive in

August, it has added. The
company is planning to
restart Caprolactam opera-
tions during the current
financial year.

IRFC public issue likely
by December-end The
government is looking at
launching an initial public
offer (IPO) of Indian
Railway Finance Corporation
(IRFC) by the end of the
year, most likely by
December. The issue may
fetch about Rs 500 crore to
Rs 1,000 crore to the
government, a Finance
Ministry official has said.
The Union Cabinet had in
April 2017 approved listing
of five railway companies.
While four of them - IRCON
International, RITES, Rail
Vikas Nigam and Indian
Railway Catering and
Tourism Corporation - have
already been listed, IRFC is
likely to be put on the block
by this year-end.

Govt plans to sell 10%
stake in MIDHANI The
Centre plans to sell 10 per
cent stake in Mishra Dhatu
Nigam (MIDHANI), the
Department of Investment
and Public Asset Manage-
ment (DIPAM) has said. The
government has invited
applications from merchant
bankers and selling brokers to
manage the proposed issue.
The stake sale, through the
offer-for-sale route, can fetch
the government around
Rs 400 crore at current
market prices. The defence
PSU produces superalloys,
titanium and titanium alloys,
special steels, electrical and
electronic alloys and special
products for aeronautics,
space, nuclear, chemical,
petrochemical, power
generation and furnace
applications. The Centre
holds 74 per cent of the
equity of MIDHANI.

Shrikant Madhav
Vaidya, the former
director (refineries) on the
IOCL board since October
2019, has taken over as
chairman of the nation's
biggest oil company.
Mr Vaidya, who succeeds
Sanjiv Singh, will also be
chairman of Chennai
Petroleum Corporation - a
standalone refining
subsidiary of IOCL -
Indian Oiltanking - a joint
venture providing
terminalling services - and
Ratnagiri Refinery &
Petrochemicals.

Alok Kumar Gupta , the
former director (opera-
tions) of ONGC Videsh
(OVL), has been ap-
pointed managing director
of OVL.

 APPOINTMENTS

AAI, BEL partner for
airports business Airports
Authority of India (AAI) has
entered into an MoU with
Bharat Electronics (BEL) to
provide a platform for
collaborative development
and support for both the
organisations. The partner-
ship will address emerging
airport business globally,
including that of the Asia-
Pacific region. In the role of
development partner, AAI
will render assistance to BEL
in its domain of expertise to
enable execution of presti-
gious projects outside India
by BEL. Both the
organisations will work in
close cooperation with each
other in the field of civil
aviation in present and
future projects being handled
by BEL.

BEML bags Mine Ploughs
supply order BEML, a
Schedule-A company under
the Ministry of Defence
(MoD) has received an order
from the MoD for supply of
1,512 Track Width Mine
Ploughs (TWMPs) for T-90
S/SK tanks at a cost of
around Rs 557 crore. Under
the Make-In-India policy,
the contract has buy and
make (Indian) categorisation
with a minimum of 50 per
cent indigenous content in
the make portion of the
contract. The system will be
manufactured at BEML's
facilities with the help of
Pearson Engineering, UK.
The mine ploughs will be
fitted on T-90 tanks of
Indian Armoured Corps,
which will facilitate indi-
vidual mobility for tanks
while negotiating minefields.

CIL surpasses targeted
FY21 Q1 capex Coal India
(CIL) has surpassed its
targeted capital expenditure
(capex) of Rs 720 crore and
has actually spent Rs 844
crore during the first quarter
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Raymond slashes costs by
35% Raymond, one of the
world's biggest producers of
worsted-wool fabric used to
make quality suits, is cutting
costs by more than a third as
people shelter at home from
the Coronavirus outbreak.
The Mumbai-based company
is reducing jobs, rents and
marketing costs to decrease
expenses by as much as 35
per cent for FY21. It has also
sought to freeze loan
repayments under a one-time
programme offered by the
RBI. "Raymond has taken
this as an opportunity to
reset. What we know is this
is a crisis, and we will
stand strong," Raymond
Chairman Gautam Hari
Singhania has said.

Bharti-led group wins bid
for OneWeb Sunil Mittal-
led Bharti Enterprises, in a
consortium involving the UK
government, has won the bid
for satellite firm OneWeb.
The UK government and
Bharti Enterprises will each
invest $500 million in this
satellite technology project.
Bharti will also rope in other
investors. Bharti will provide
the company commercial and
operational leadership and

Zydus gets nod for COVID
vaccine trials Zydus Cadila
has started human clinical
trials of its COVID-19
vaccine candidate ZyCoV-D.
In the phase of trials, the
company will be enrolling
over 1,000 subjects across
multiple clinical study sites
in India, the drug company
has said in a regulatory filing.
Zydus Cadila became the
second Indian pharmaceutical

company to get approval
from domestic authorities to
start human trials for its
COVID-19 vaccine. Bharat
Biotech, in collaboration with
Indian Council of Medical
Research and National
Institute of Virology, was the
first Indian company to get
nod from the Drug Controller
General of India for its
vaccine candidate, Covaxin.

IndiGo to lay off 10% of
employees IndiGo has
decided to lay off 10 per cent
of its workforce due to the
economic crisis caused by the
Coronavirus pandemic.
"From where things stand
currently, it is impossible for
our company to fly through
this economic storm without
making some sacrifices in
order to sustain our business
operations," IndiGo CEO
Ronojoy Dutta has said in a
statement. As on March 31,
2019, the airline had 23,531
employees on its payroll.
Mr Dutta has added that the
"impacted employees" will
be given "notice pay",
calculated on the basis of
gross salary.

Apollo Tyres to cut capex
by Rs 400 cr Homegrown
tyre-maker Apollo Tyres has
decided to cut its capex by
Rs 400 crore FY21 owing to
the Coronavirus outbreak and
its impact on the business.
The company had earlier
earmarked a capex of around
Rs 1,400 crore for its
domestic operations for the
current financial year. "Given
the overall demand situation,
we have cut back on capex to
make sure that we are not
stressed from a cash flow or
a liquidity perspective,"
Apollo Tyres Chief Financial
Officer Gaurav Kumar has
said. The company has also
taken a cut in the capex
investment across its
European operations.

JSW Steel cuts capex by 45% to Rs 9,000 cr JSW Steel
has decided to reduce its capital expenditure (capex) target for
2020-21 by about 45 per cent to Rs 9,000 crore against its earlier
plan of spending Rs 16,340 crore. The slashed capex is about 12
per cent lower compared to its 2019-20 capex of Rs 10,200
crore. The objective of the cuts is to conserve liquidity and
ensure that strategic projects, which are in advanced stages of
completion, are commissioned on a priority basis, the company
has added. The viral pandemic has led to uncertainty in availabil-
ity of manpower, while uncertain market conditions are pre-
venting companies from expanding capacity.

bring OneWeb a revenue base
to contribute towards its
future success. The deal will
enable the company to
complete construction of a
global satellite constellation
that will provide enhanced
broadband and other services
to countries around the
world. The business has
commercial use cases across
telecom, enterprise, aviation
and maritime sectors.

Kalyan Jewellers has
elevated Sanjay
Raghuraman to be its
chief executive officer
from his earlier position as
the chief operating officer.

Sanjeev Asthana has
taken charge as CEO of
Ruchi Soya Industries,
which is owned by Baba
Ramdev-led Patanjali
Ayurveda. Mr Asthana has
earlier had stints with State
Trading Corporation of
India, Britannia, ITC and
other companies.

 APPOINTMENTS

TIE-UPS

Adani Power has named
Anil Sardana, the former
MD and CEO of Tata
Power, as its new managing
director and additional
director.

German technology company
SAP has appointed Kulmeet
Bawa, the former COO of
Resulticks, as president and
managing director of SAP
Indian Subcontinent.

Roshni Nadar Malhotra has
been appointed the chairper-
son of HCL Technologies
after her father Shiv Nadar
has stepped down as the
chairman of the company.

Ms Nadar, the former CEO
and ED of HCL Corpora-
tion, has become the first
woman to head a listed
Indian IT company.

Arun Misra , the former
deputy CEO of Hindustan
Zinc, has taken over as its
CEO.

Airtel  and USA's Verizon
have joined hands to offer
seamless video-conferencing
solutions to businesses in
India under the brand name
Airtel BlueJeans.
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withstand credit costs
without capital erosion. The
decline in the PPOP would
be an outcome of lower
portfolio yields due to an
increase in slippages and
lower loan growth due to
slow originations and limited
enhancements.

Yes Bank FPO subscribed
by 95% Yes Bank has
managed to raise Rs 14,267
crore through its follow-on
public offer (FPO), implying
that 95 per cent of subscrip-
tion of the issue size of
Rs 15,000 crore. The issue
has achieved the minimum
required subscription of 90
per cent of its total size to
sail through, the private
sector lender has said. The
institutional investors'
portion has got subscribed
by 1.4 times. The non-
subscribed portion of the
FPO will be allotted to
SBI Capital Markets,
which had agreed to
underwrite Rs 3,000 crore
worth of shares at a price
equal to the lowest end of
the price band of Rs 12.

NBFCs' FY21 assets may
shrink by 3% Assets
under management (AUM) of
non-banking financial
companies (NBFCs) are
likely to witness a decline in
the current financial year as
fresh disbursements have
witnessed a substantial drop,
says a recent report by
CRISIL. According the
report, in FY20, the AUM of
shadow-banking sector is
estimated to have grown by 4
to 6 per cent. "AUMs of
NBFCs are expected to de-
grow by 1 to 3 per cent in
the current financial year as
fresh disbursements drop
sharply. Excluding the top-
five NBFCs, the de-growth is
expected to be even sharper
at 7 to 9 per cent, the rating
agency has said.

PNB Housing to mop up
Rs 45,000 crore PNB
Housing Finance has said
that it will seek shareholders'
approval in August to raise
up to Rs 45,000 crore
through debt securities. The
company's annual general
meeting is scheduled to take
place on August 5. "Share-
holders are being requested to
authorise the board of
directors to offer, from time
to time, the subscription of
redeemable, secured or
unsecured non-convertible
debentures aggregating up to
Rs 45,000 crore in one or
more tranches," PNB
Housing Finance has said in a
regulatory filing. The housing
finance company may issue
the bonds through private
placement or by way of
public issue.

Capital infusion into
PSBs only after Q2 The
Finance Ministry may assess
capital requirement of public
sector banks (PSBs) after the
second quarter (Q2) of FY21
ending September, as there
would be greater clarity
about a spike in bad loans by
that time, banking sector
analysts opine. There is
widespread fear that non-
performing assets (NPAs) of
the PSBs will witness a surge
due to the economic
slowdown triggered by the
COVID-19 outbreak and
resultant lockdowns. This
will need higher provisioning
by banks according to the
RBI's guidelines. There could
be a silver lining, if the RBI
accepts request of loan
restructuring for sectors hit
badly by the pandemic, the
analysts adds.

Merger of 3 general
insurers called off The
Union government has said
that merger of three ailing
public sector general
insurance companies has
been shelved and the focus

Paytm to buy 51% in Raheja QBE General Paytm, along
with its founder CEO Vijay Shekhar Sharma, will acquire Raheja
QBE, a Mumbai-based general insurance company. Currently,
Prism Johnson has a 51 per cent stake in the insurance com-
pany, and the remaining 49 per cent is held by QBE Australia.
Prism Johnson, in an exchange filing, has said that its board of
directors has approved divestment of 51 per cent in Raheja QBE
for Rs 289.68 crore. Industry executives note that overall value
of the entire deal would be around Rs 568 crore. In its release,
Paytm has said that the strategic acquisition will be through its
subsidiary QorQl.

will be on making them
profitable instead. The Union
Cabinet has also approved a
capital infusion of Rs 12,450

crore into the three compa-
nies - Oriental Insurance
Company, National Insur-
ance Company and United
India Insurance Company.
This sum includes the
Rs 2,500 crore, which was
already infused this Febru-
ary. Of the Rs 12,450 crore,
the government will release
Rs 3,475 crore immediately,
and the remaining Rs 6,475
crore will be infused later. In
this year's Budget, the
government had set aside
Rs 6,950 crore for recapi-
talisation of the three entities.

Private banks' profit may
drop by 15% Pre-provi-
sioning operating profit
(PPOP) of the top-five,
private banks by size of
advances could decline by up
to 15 per cent year on year in
FY21, India Ratings and
Research has said in a recent
report. These banks
constitute 25 per cent of the
country's overall banking
sector and 75 per cent of its
private banking segment.
This decline would decrease
the ability of banks to

Naveen Tahiliyani, the
former group head in
charge of transformation
at Axis Bank, has been
appointed MD and CEO
of Tata AIA Life
Insurance.

Indian Overseas Bank has
appointed Partha Pratim
Sengupta, the former
deputy managing director
of State Bank of India, as
its new MD and CEO.

Karur Vysya Bank  has
entered into a corporate
agency partnership with
Bajaj Allianz Life  to
offer the life insurance
solutions of the latter to
its customers at the bank's
780 branch offices across
the country.
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Ant Financial seeks $200-bn in dual IPO Billionaire Jack
Ma 's Ant Financial Services Group is seeking valuation worth
of $200 billion as it goes public in Hong Kong and Shanghai. The
parent of China's largest mobile payment company will pursue
a simultaneous dual listing in Hong Kong and on the Shanghai
stock exchange's STAR board, the Hangzhou-based company
has said. The crown jewel of the sprawling Alibaba Group, Ant,
has been accelerating its evolution into an online mall for every-
thing from loans and travel services to food delivery in a bid to
claw back shoppers lost to Tencent Holdings.

NPC files for bankruptcy
NPC International, the
operator of 1,200 Pizza Hut
outlets and nearly 400
Wendy's restaurants in the
United States, has filed for
bankruptcy. The franchisee
has been dealing with a
perfect storm of problems
that has led to its Chapter 11
filing, including Coronavirus-
related shutdowns, a massive
debt burden of nearly
$1 billion and rising labour
and food costs. Pizza Hut, of
which NPC is the company's
largest franchisee, has also
been struggling with sales
recently. NPC's restaurants
will continue to operate,
while it navigates the
Chapter 11 process. The
company employs nearly
40,000 people in 27 US
states, according to its website.

Putin gets right to rule
till 2036 Russians opened
the door to Vladimir Putin
staying in power until 2036
by voting overwhelmingly
for constitutional changes
that will allow him to run
again for president twice. But
critics have called the
outcome of the polls as
falsified on an industrial
scale. The Central Election
Commission has said that
77.9 per cent of votes
counted across the world's
largest country had sup-
ported changing the constitu-
tion. Just over 21.2 per cent
had voted against, it added.
Ella Pamfilova, the head of
the election commission, has
said that the vote had been
transparent and that officials
had done everything to
ensure its integrity.

EU clinches mega stimu-
lus deal European Union
leaders have agreed on an
unprecedented stimulus
package worth 750 billion
euros. The deal is aimed at
pulling the EU economies out
of the worst recession in

to win a battle for US meal
delivery company GrubHub.
Postmates, a startup
specialising in delivery of
food, groceries and other
goods, will be integrated into
Uber Eats, which has seen its
business double during the
global health crisis. Uber had
earlier made an unsuccessful,
$6-billion bid for Grubhub.

Berkshire to buy
Dominion's unit Berkshire
Hathaway's energy unit will
buy Dominion Energy's
natural gas transmission and
storage network for $4
billion. The deal will help
Berkshire's billionaire
Chairman Warren Buffett
reduce his conglomerate's
cash pile while letting
Dominion focus on utilities
operations. The transaction
includes more than 12,390
km of natural gas transmis-
sion lines and 900 billion
cubic feet of gas storage.
Berkshire Hathaway Energy
is buying Dominion Energy
Transmission, Questar
Pipeline, Carolina Gas
Transmission, 50 per cent of

the Iroquois Gas Transmis-
sion System and 25 per cent
of the Cove Point liquefied
natural gas facility in
Maryland. Dominion will
retain 50 per cent of Cove
Point, while Brookfield
Asset Management owns the
remaining 25 per cent.

COVID-19 hits AirAsia's
finances Auditors EY have
cast doubt on AirAsia's
ability to continue as a going
concern due to a slump in the
Coronavirus travel. EY has
added that the budget
carrier's 2019 earnings were
prepared on a going-concern
basis, which is dependent
upon a recovery from the
COVID-19 pandemic and the
success of fundraising
efforts. AirAsia has said in
response that Malaysia's
stock exchange has granted it
12 months relief from being
classified as a financially-
distressed firm. This
classification would require
AirAsia to submit a business
improvement plan to the
stock exchange. Other firms
hit by the pandemic have
received similar relief.

IMF warns of high global
debt Vitor Gaspar, the
director of the International
Monetary Fund's (IMF)
Fiscal Affairs Department,
has warned that global public
debt is expected to exceed
100 per cent of the GDP in
2020-21. Mr Gaspar has
also added that the average
overall fiscal deficit is
expected to soar to 14 per
cent of the GDP in 2020,
pointing out that never
have public debt and
deficits risen so high and so
fast. The steep contraction
in output and ensuing fall in
revenues along with a
sizeable discretionary
support have led to a surge
in the government debt and
deficits.

memory and tightening the
financial bonds holding their
27 nations together. The
agreement, clinched in mid-
July after more than four
days of acrimonious
negotiations in Brussels,
required the unanimous
approval of the member
States. The stimulus package
represents a victory for
German Chancellor Angela
Merkel and French President
Emmanuel Macron, who
drafted an early outline for
the proposal in May. The
emergency fund will give out
390 billion euros of grants
and 360 billion euros of low-
interest loans.

Uber, Postmates in $2.65-
bn deal Uber is buying
delivery startup Postmates
for $2.65 billion in stock.
The deal is likely to shake up
the online aggregation sector,
which has seen surging
growth during the
Coronavirus pandemic. The
acquisition steps up the
effort by Uber to diversify
its business to meet growing
delivery demands after failing
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In early June, the Union Cabinet
promulgated three separate Ordi-
nances related to the agriculture

sector. The executive orders were is-
sued to usher in reforms in marketing
of agricultural produce and for trade
in commodities. These reforms were
announced by the government in mid-
May as a part of an economic pack-
age to counter COVID-19 pandemic.

The three Ordinances are aimed at
giving effect to the amendments pro-
posed to the Essential Commodities
Act, 1955 and bringing in two new
Central laws on inter-State trading and
contract farming. Taken together,
these Ordinances intend to liberalise
the regulatory system in the agricul-
ture sector and provide a legal frame-
work for contract farming in a uniform
manner throughout the country. They
also free up farmers and traders from
the shackles of Agricultural Produce
Market Committee (APMC) markets
or mandis and allow them to trade in
farm produce at a site of their choice,

A Game-Changer
Three recent Ordinances promise some refreshing
reforms for the farm sector even as they raise some
questions.

such as farm gates, warehouses and
so on.

"The Ordinances give freedom to
farmers to sell their crop to anyone at
their prices at any place," stresses
Union Agriculture Minister Narendra
Singh Tomar. However, as always with
changes, the Ordinances have at-
tracted diagonally-opposite reac-
tions. While some agricultural econo-
mists and scientists have hailed these
measures as the "1991 moment for the
sec tor", many farmers' organi-sations
have condemned the measures and
point out that the changes will ruin
small and marginal farmers.

Essential changes
The Essential Commodities (Amend-
ment) Ordinance, 2020 - the first of
the farm sector reforms - removes
some farm commodities, such as ce-
reals, pulses, oilseeds, edible oil, on-
ion and potatoes, from the list of es-
sential commodities. With the amend-
ment, restrictions on stocking these
commodities by processors, millers,
importers, exporters and traders have
been lifted.

The Essential Commodities Act is
a legacy of the country's food scar-
city crisis in the 1950s. Aimed at tack-
ling hoarding during that tough time,
the law barred traders and stockists
from stocking the commodities in-
cluded under the Act beyond a cer-
tain limit. Moreover, these limits would
be changed drastically overnight, and
they prevented development of ad-
equate storage facilities.

This law has to a great extent hin-
dered growth and prosperity of farm-
ers. When farmers bring their produce
to the market after the harvest, there
is often a glut, and prices plummet,
hurting the farmer. In the lean season,
prices start flaring up for the consum-
ers. So, both lose out because of a
lack of storage facilities. The amend-
ment to the law, if implemented in the
right spirit, will remove this roadblock
and help both farmers and consumers.

The Act has been anachronistic in
the current time of surplus farm pro-
duce. The government should have
simply scrapped this archaic law alto-
gether. However, it chose to amend
the law and take away a number of
farm products from the list of essen-
tial commodities.

However, there are some concerns
with the amended law too. It allows
for regulating supply and stock limit
of certain specified agricultural pro-
duce under extraordinary circum-
stances such as an extraordinary price

AGRICULTURE

New Ordinances aim to free up farmers and traders from the shackles of
APMC markets.

"The
Ordinances
give freedom
to farmers to
sell their
crop to
anyone at

their prices at any place."
NARENDRA SINGH TOMAR

Union Agriculture Minister
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rise, natural calamity of grave nature
and the like. In fact, the price range
fluctuation allowed in this Ordinance
is too narrow.

According to the Ordinance, if
there is a 100 per cent increase in re-
tail price of horticultural produce and
50 per cent increase in retail price of
non-perishable agricultural goods, the
government will be in a position to
impose the stock limit multiple times
in a year. This price rise clause waters
down the very essence of the reform
and leaves stockists and traders - who
may have invested in warehousing
facilities - in limbo.

The Ordinance clarifies that the
stock limit regulation will not be ap-
plicable for value-chain participants
of any agricultural produce, if their
stock limit remains within their in-
stalled capacity. It will also not apply
to exporters, if they can show demand
for export. The question therefore is
how the States will ensure that
exporters and value-chain partici-
pants are stocking only the permitted
amount according to the rules, ques-
tion analysts.

Bypassing APMCs
The second reform in the form of an-
other executive order - The Farmers'
Produce Trade And Commerce (Pro-

same day.
The FPTC Ordinance aims to cre-

ate an ecosystem where farmers and
traders have the freedom of choice to
trade within and between States by
effectively bypassing the APMC mar-
kets. Besides, all these transactions are
exempt from all types of taxes and fees.

Currently, farmers are only allowed
to sell their produce in regulated
mandis or APMC market yards, which
are governed by respective State
APMC Acts. Most of the APMC mar-
kets are sadly in the stranglehold of
licensed traders or arhatiyas, as they
are called, with strong political con-
nections. APMCs were set up to pro-
tect the interests of farmers by pro-
curing their produce through
auctions, which were supposed to
be a transparent, price-discovery
mechanism.

But unfortunately, these auctions
often turn out to be manipulated by
collusion of the traders, leading to
purchase of produce from farmers at
lower prices. Moreover, different rates
of the Mandi Tax levied by different
States, the commission paid to the
traders by buyers and other fees and
charges end up inflating prices at con-
sumers' end.

Interestingly, the FPTC Ordinance

motion And Facilitation) Ordinance,
2020 or the FPTC Ordinance - is aimed
at breaking farmers away from the
clutches of the APMC regime. The
executive order allows sale and pur-
chase of agricultural commodities in
a trade area, which is defined as any
place outside the physical boundaries
of market yards managed or licensed
by APMCs. The only requirement for
business in the trade area is that the
trader should have a valid Permanent
Account Number (PAN) and the
farmer should normally be paid on the

Farmers (Empowerment and
Protection) Agreement on
Price Assurance and Farm
Services Ordinance, 2020
PROS

Providing a legal framework for
contract farming in the country

Aimed at empowering farmers
with assured, pre-determined
prices for crops
CONS

Individual farmers not powerful
enough to negotiate with big
corporate entities

Highly unlikely for small farmers
to approach SDM or district
magistrate for redressal

Impact Of Three Ordinances
Essential Commodities
(Amendment) Ordinance, 2020
PROS

Big push for developing
storage facilities

Stability of prices to benefit
both farmers and consumers
CONS

Fear of return of stock limits
because price range fluctuation
too narrow

States not equipped to verify
stocking capacity of exporters
and other value-chain
participants

Farmers' Produce Trade And
Commerce (Promotion And
Facilitation) Ordinance, 2020
PROS

Freeing up farm trade across the
country without any taxes and fees

APMCs likely to be forced to
rationalise fees and charges and
provide better services to farmers

New business models and new
players set to emerge as
competitors to APMC traders

CONS
Millions of marginal and small

farmers, likely to be ignored by new
markets, set to suffer

Farmers unlikely to abandon
APMCs as new players yet to earn
their trust

Challenging for new players to
match APMCs' market infrastructure
in initial years

"Farmers need to
create a scale,
and so, building
FPOs based on
local commodity
interests is a

must. This will help ensure
uniform quality and also improve
the bargaining power of farmers
with large buyers."

ASHOK GULATI
Ex-Chairman, CACP



"The government
is now trying to
bypass the
APMCs, which
have been
inefficient for a

long time now. But imagine the
mayhem in stock markets if RoC
and SEBI were similarly made
redundant."

AJAY VIR JAKHAR
Chairman, Bharat Krishak Samaj

"Making it
mandatory for
warehouses to
register
themselves with
the WDRA will

make it easier for the
government to have an idea
regarding stocks lying in both
APMC and private market yards."

SIRAJ HUSSAIN
Ex-Agriculture Secretary
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opens up an alternative trade chan-
nel without dismantling the existing
APMCs. It also allows businesses to
set up electronic trading platforms,
which will make it easier for farmers
to access traders in other States.
Henceforth, when farmers sell their
produce outside APMC market yards,
no commission can be charged on
purchase of the produce. Besides,
there will also be no tax on such trans-
actions in the new trade areas.

These incentives will force APMCs
across the nation to standardise and
rationalise their fees, taxes and com-
mission radically to survive in com-
petition from a new set of players.
Some experts tracking the farm sector
opine that the changes will spur re-
forms in APMCs. The old market
yards will try to shape up, become
more transparent and provide better
facilities to farmers to take on the new
trade areas.

APMCs will still continue to be the
primary source of price discovery.
Farmers should be able to refer to
APMCs for prices, as it is unlikely that
there will be any auction in trade ar-
eas. The government should make Na-
tional Agriculture Market (eNAM) - a
pan-India electronic trading portal
linking existing APMC mandis to cre-
ate a unified national market - work
for the sake of price dissemination and
competition to trade areas, stress the
experts.

"We are certainly not going to see
a substantial scale-up overnight. But
what happens when competition
comes in is that the minute there is an
alternative, dominant channels like
APMCs start improving their sys-
tems. This has happened to every
other sector like insurance, automo-
bile and telecom," notes S Sivakumar,
the group head of agri and IT busi-
nesses of ITC.

Over time, the new Ordinance is
likely to formalise agriculture, the
country's largest informal sector. New
business models are set to develop,
and a different breed of aggregators

are likely to create the much-needed
competition to the existing monopoly
of local traders.

Promising developments apart,
there are a few concerns with the
FPTC Ordinance. For all their prob-
lems, APMC markets have been an im-
portant medium for price discovery for
farmers at the local level. These are
the last resort for millions of small farm-
ers, who would never perhaps be at-
tractive to corporate buyers.

In fact, the government's measure
to bypass APMCs creates a sudden
void and uncertainty for the farming
community, point out some farmers'
organisations. "Rather than coax the
States financially to correct the mar-
kets, an unregulated marketplace has
been created where 15 crore farmers
will be exposed to the skulduggery of
traders. Imagine the mayhem in stock
markets if RoC (Registrar of Compa-
nies) and SEBI (Securities and Ex-
change Board of India) were similarly
made redundant," notes Ajay
Vir Jakhar, the chairman of Bharat
Krishak Samaj.

For instance, the repeal of the
APMC Act in Bihar way back in 2006
has had rather unpleasant effects on
the State's farmers. Most farmers in
the State have been forced to sell
their produce in distress well below
the minimum support price (MSP). Be-
sides, the scrapping of APMC has not
attracted private investment in the de-
velopment of new market yards.

Similarly, nearly four years ago, the
Maharashtra government had
delisted fruits and vegetables from the
purview of its APMCs to free the farm-
ers to sell their produce outside the
confines of mandis. The APMCs in
Maharashtra, however, report that it
is business as usual for them. This is
because a majority of farmers are small
and marginal and therefore do not
have the means to market their pro-
duce outside the mandis. Besides, al-
though farmers have freedom to sell
their produce wherever they want,
they will prefer to sell them where they
trust people and where there is a guar-
antee of payment. And such a place
continues to be the APMC despite all
its drawbacks.

Moreover, APMCs currently ag-
gregate a chunk of India's farm pro-
duce. A new buyer who wants to pur-
chase directly from farmers will have
to set up physical infrastructure or a
new market yard close to the farm gate
where produce can be weighed, sorted
and graded. Besides, if transactions

"When
competition
comes in,
dominant
channels like
APMCs start

improving their systems. This has
happened to every other sector
like insurance, automobile and
telecom."

S SIVAKUMAR
Agri Group Head, ITC
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between traders and farmers take
place outside APMC market yards,
they are likely not to be recorded. In
such cases, there will be no way to
track distress sales. Policymakers too
will have no estimate of stocks lying
with private traders since warehouses
can now function as a trade area out-
side APMCs.

"The government should make it
mandatory for warehouses to regis-
ter themselves with the Warehousing
Development and Regulatory Author-
ity (WDRA), which can issue elec-
tronic negotiable warehouse receipts.
This will make it easier for the gov-
ernment to have an idea regarding
stocks lying in both APMC and pri-
vate market yards," suggests Siraj
Hussain, a former agriculture secre-
tary and visiting senior fellow of In-
dian Council for Research on Interna-
tional Economic Relations (ICRIER).

Right contract
The third executive order - the Farm-
ers (Empowerment and Protection)
Agreement on Price Assurance and
Farm Services Ordinance, 2020 - is de-
signed to create a legal framework for
contract farming in the country. The
Ordinance aims to protect and em-
power farmers to engage with agro-
business firms, processors, wholesal-
ers, exporters and large retailers for
sale of future farming produce at a mu-
tually-agreed remunerative price in a
fair and transparent manner.

According to the Ordinance, in
case market price of any farm produce
goes up substantially, the farmers will
have some share (which will be de-
fined in the rules being drafted) above
the contracted price. They will also
have a minimum guaranteed price if
open market rate falls drastically. The
Ordinance also mandates that recov-
ery of amount from farmers will not
exceed what farmers have received as
an advance from processor, farmer
producer organisation (FPO) or trader
with whom the contract has been
signed. Besides, farmers' land rights
will be protected at all costs.

Both the Ordinances related to farm
produce trade and contract farming
have been kept out of the judicial pro-
cess. In case of any dispute between
a farmer and a buyer, the matter will
first be raised at the level of sub-divi-
sional magistrate (SDM). The appeal
against the SDM's decision can be
filed with the district magistrate.

However, there are two broader
concerns with the Ordinance on con-
tract farming. The first one is regard-
ing the negotiating power of the two
parties involved. It seems likely that
individual farmers may not find them-
selves equipped or powerful enough
to negotiate with big corporate enti-

ties to ensure a fair price for their pro-
duce.

"Big buyers - like processors, ex-
porters and organised retailers - go-
ing to individual farmers is not a very
efficient proposition. Farmers need to
create a scale, and for that, building
FPOs based on local commodity in-
terests is a must. This will help en-
sure uniform quality and lower trans-
action costs and also improve the
bargaining power of farmers with large
buyers," points out Ashok Gulati, the
former chairman of the Commission
for Agricultural Costs and Prices
(CACP).

The second concern revolves
around resolving any dispute be-
tween the contracted parties through
an SDM or a district magistrate. These
judicial officers are anyway busy, and
it may lead to piling up of cases and
delay in resolution of dispute. More-
over, small farmers can hardly afford
to approach these judicial officers,
leaving them at the mercy of large and
powerful corporate entities.

The three Ordinances, no doubt,
promise some refreshing reforms for
the farm sector. The intent of the Or-
dinances is certainly clear about free-
ing up the country's farm trade and
empowering farmers. The fine print or
the rules hold the key to prosperity
blooming across the country' farms.

Some agricultural economists have hailed the measures as the "1991
moment for agriculture sector".

16.5%
SHARE OF GDP

15+ crore
NUMBER OF FARMERS

21.19 crore
TOTAL EMPLOYMENT

42.38%
SHARE OF TOTAL WORKFORCE

295.67 mt
FOODGRAIN OUTPUT CY20*

320.48 mt
HORTICULTURE OUTPUT CY20*

Indian Agriculture
At A Glance

*Estimated for Crop Year 2019-20 ended June 2020
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Gross non-performing assets
(GNPAs) of banks are set to
rise by 150 to 200 basis points

to range between 11 and 11.5 per cent
in FY21. According to rating agency
CRISIL, lower recovery of loans and
spurt in bad loans in the backdrop of
Novel Coronavirus pandemic and long
lockdowns will push up NPAs in the
ongoing financial year. Besides, bank-
ruptcy proceedings on hold for a year
will further result in higher bad loans,
the rating agency notes.

CRISIL expects GNPAs for previ-
ous financial year FY20 to remain at
9.5 per cent. With the deadly pan-
demic spreading at a rapid pace, the
rating agency sees GNPAs in the bank-
ing system rising in the range of 11 to
11.5 per cent by the end of the current
financial year.

"We certainly expect 11 to 11.5 per
cent as base-case scenario, which may
have material upside. The stress will
be across the board in corporate book
and for a change, even in the retail

Double Whammy
Banks stare at record-low credit offtake and
alarmingly-high NPAs in FY21 amid massive
destruction of demand.

book," reveals Prasad Koparkar, a se-
nior director of CRISIL Research. The
rating agency believes that loan re-
payment capacity is going to decline
in the retail segment because of the
COVID-19 impact.

According to CRISIL, the ongoing
economic disruption by COVID-19 is
likely to result in a permanent loss of
4 per cent of the country's Gross Do-
mestic Product (GDP). In the base-
case scenario, CRISIL expects India's
GDP growth to contract by 5 per cent
for FY21.

"This is worse than the impact of
the global financial crisis of 2008.
Most of the assumptions for the base-
case scenario have risk tilted towards
the downside. In other words, things
are more likely to go down from the
base scenario," points out Dharmakirti
Joshi, the chief economist of CRISIL.
The rating agency also points out that
for any such recovery to happen, the
fiscal response from the government
has to be much more significant than
what it is right now.

Subdued credit
In another recent report, CRISIL fore-
casts that the viral pandemic and the
ensuing economic impact will result
in bank credit growth nose-diving to
0 to 1 per cent in 2020-21. The credit
growth estimate for FY21 is signifi-
cantly lower than that of 6.14 per cent
achieved in FY19. CRISIL had earlier
predicted banks' credit growth to ex-
pand by 8 to 9 per cent.

Bank credit is an important factor
for indicating general economic cli-
mate because it denotes aspects like
investments happening in a country
or consumption of high-value items.
The impact of the pandemic on credit
growth will be a whopping 8 per cent,
adds CRISIL. It further stresses that
lenders' confidence needs to be
boosted to push the credit growth
number up.

The COVID-19 crisis is unprec-
edented and so will be its economic
fallout. Lower demand for capital ex-
penditure (capex) as well as lower dis-
cretionary spends are set to slow
down credit offtake significantly
across segments. However, the low
base and a gradual economic recov-
ery will push up credit growth to high
single digits in 2021-22, the rating
agency estimates.

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
has been reducing policy rates, and
the government has introduced mea-
sures to encourage lending. However,
banks continue to be risk averse, as
reflected in higher surplus liquidity
parked with the central bank

"We certainly
expect 11 to
11.5 per cent as
base-case
scenario, which
may have

material upside. The stress will
be across the board in corporate
book and for a change, even in
the retail book."

PRASAD KOPARKAR
Senior Director, CRISIL
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through the Reverse Repo route
and the high credit spreads for most
borrowers.

Corporate loan portfolio, which
constitutes over half of the overall
assets, will be the worst hit. Corpo-
rate loan disbursement is expected to
de-grow during the financial year be-
cause the lockdown has led to sig-
nificant disruption in operations
with limited capacity utilisation across
sectors.

Job losses and salary cuts, in the
meantime, will reduce expenditure on
discretionary items and result in a
slide in retail loans, which account for
about a fourth of bank credit, notes
CRISIL. Moreover, purchase of new
homes and vehicles are expected to
be delayed, impacting demand for fi-
nancing. Hence, overall retail loan
growth will fall to low single digits in
FY21 as against mid-teens over the
last few years.

"A few months of lost income and
the resulting rise in retail delinquency
rate could prove to be a potential
double whammy for banks on top of
expected surge in corporate defaults,"
opines Kunal Kundu, an economist
of Societe Generale.

However, there is a brighter side to
retail loans, adds CRISIL. The rating
agency notes that there are a few fac-
tors that will aid retail loan growth.
Lower repayment due to moratorium
on loans and capitalisation of accu-
mulated interest will help retail loan
growth to be in the positive territory.

Loans to micro, small and medium
enterprises (MSMEs) and agriculture
too offer some solace for lenders in
the ongoing financial year, the rating
agency notes. Loans to small busi-
nesses will increase by 6 to 7 per cent
and are likely to be driven by State-
owned lenders on the back of the
government's stimulus package.
Agricultural loans will also grow by
3 to 4 per cent, supported by expecta-
tions of a normal monsoon and a
faster recovery in rural areas, CRISIL
points out.

GNPAs set to rise between
11% and 11.5% in FY21

Credit growth to nose-dive to
0% to 1% per cent in FY21

Interest income bound to take
a huge hit

With earnings dented, banks
most likely to hike various
service charges

Despite flush with funds,
banks averse to lend to cash-
starved sectors

Troubled Times

transactions may even increase in the
post-COVID-19 period due to conve-
nience that these services offer to
both customers and banks.

However, more efforts have to be
put in by both banks and the govern-
ment to sustain digital banking on a
greater scale for a long time ahead.
Digital banking has to be improved to
cater to diverse customer base. All
Web and mobile services should be
user friendly and enable communica-
tion in local and regional languages.

Meanwhile, banks have sufficient
funds with them these days because
of a lack of credit offtake. Besides, eas-
ing of many regulatory requirements
by the RBI - such as reduction in rates
of Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR) and
Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) - has fur-
ther increased liquidity position of
lenders. Sufficient funds will result in
a fall in rates of savings, current and
term deposits.

However, the RBI has been driv-
ing the Reverse Repo Rate lower. This
will force banks to lend aggressively
and push up their loan portfolios. The
cost of funds has dropped on the back
of enhanced liquidity with banks. But
there is a muted demand for loans
amid subdued economic activities.
Banks cannot wait perpetually for
demand to return. Moreover, banks
are averse to lend to some sectors
that are in dire need of funds. Banks
will have to overcome this risk
aversion and lend to these sectors to
get growth back into their balance
sheets.

Deep impact
The Coronavirus crisis has thrown up
both opportunities and challenges for
the banking sector. Operating profits
of banks have been plummeting for a
long time now. With businesses get-
ting severely impacted, interest in-
come is bound to take a huge hit. This
is bad news for banks' customers.
Banks are most likely to hike various
service charges - such as locker rents,
service request charges, digital trans-

"Most of the
assumptions for
the base-case
scenario have
risk tilted
towards the

downside. In other words, things
are more likely to go down from
the base scenario."

DHARMAKIRTI JOSHI
Chief Economist, CRISIL

"A few months of
lost income and
the resulting rise
in retail
delinquency rate
could prove to

be a potential double whammy
for banks on top of expected
surge in corporate defaults."

KUNAL KUNDU
Economist, Societe Generale

action charges and penal charges - to
boost their earnings.

One visible impact of COVID-19 on
the banking and financial sector is in-
creased use of digital banking. As a
part of the fight against the pandemic,
both banks and governments are re-
peatedly insisting that customers
avoid physical banking. Digital solu-
tions are in great demand today. Many
analysts opine that number of online
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The Coronavirus epidemic has deeply affected every
sector of the economy. One of the worst-hit sectors
is the hospitality industry. Pride Hotels, one of the

country's leading luxury hospitality chains with 20 prop-
erties, offering 2,500 rooms, 52 restaurants and73 banquet
halls, is facing similar challenges faced by its peers.

But steering clear through challenges is nothing new
for its founder and managing director S P Jain, who began
the jouney of the Mumbai-headquartered Pride Hotels with
a single property with about 100 rooms in Pune three de-
cades ago. In an engaging interview with
Amit Brahmabhatt, Mr Jain, known
as SP in the hospitality industry,
shares his views on the industry and
his hospitality chain in these troubled
times.

How is the hospitality industry
coping with COVID-19 crisis?

It is most unfortunate that COVID-
19 has affected the tourism and hos-
pitality industry very badly. Nation-
wide lockdown earlier for over three
months had closed down all hotels
across India. Even as the country has
gradually opened up, some States
and districts are still not allowing ho-
tels to open. There is more or less zero
business, while quarantine service
has offered some respite to the indus-
try. Even though some States have
allowed hotels to open, occupancy rates of only 10 to 15
per cent are meaningless. This brings no income but only
leads to further losses. Despite these problems, we have
made some arrangements and are providing salary to our
working employees. Some hotels are even providing part
salary even to employees sitting at home.

What kind of support does the industry expect from
the government to tide over the crisis?

We have made many submissions to the Union gov-
ernment. Hospitality is a highly capital-intensive indus-
try, and this year will not bring any business. We do not
know how the next year will shape out, as business will
not pick up very soon after a long break. So, the industry
has asked for a moratorium on loan repayment for two
years. The interest and principal amount due for these

"We May Add 4 More
Properties This Year"

two years should be allowed to be paid only at end of the
loan period. The moratorium amount should be converted
into a long-term loan with a reasonable interest rate of
around 9 per cent. Besides, the industry wants duty on
electricity charges to be waived for this entire year. Some
States do not allow consumers to buy solar power directly.
For instance, in Maharashtra, we end up buying power at
a high rate of about Rs 14 per unit, while solar power costs
about Rs 5 per unit. The State government allows direct
purchase of solar power if the minimum purchase is of 1
mw. This only suits a few big hotels. We have requested

the government to allow us to buy
power from solar plants directly.

We have also requested the gov-
ernment to waive off Property Tax, bar
licence and other licences for this year.
The Employees State Insurance Cor-
poration (ESIC) has a corpus of over
Rs 90,000 crore. This amount has been
contributed by employees' salaries
and contribution from their employ-
ers. The industry is doing its bit by
paying some amount, if not whole, of
salaries to employees. We have re-
quested the government to pay at
least some amount from this corpus
to the employees' ESIC accounts di-
rectly, so that their livelihoods are
sustained. Hospitality industry has to
renew some 60 to 70 licences every

year. We have requested the government to renew these
licences automatically for at least these two years. The
industry has also asked the government to issue licences
once and for all stop the practice of renewing them every
year. This will prevent waste of time and energy of both
hotel owners as well as government officials renewing li-
cences. We are waiting, and we are hopeful that the gov-
ernment will consider our submissions.

How is Pride Hotels overcoming these challenges?
We have registered ourselves with the government for

quarantine service. Most of our hotels are providing this
service to Indians who have come from abroad and are
following the mandatory quarantine requirement. We are
also providing lodging service to doctors in several
States. In many  of  the  cities,  like Chennai, Ahmedabad

FACE TO FACE

"Some States do not allow
consumers to buy solar

power directly. For
instance, in Maharashtra,

we end up buying power at
a high rate of about Rs 14
per unit, while solar power
costs about Rs 5 per unit.

The State government
allows direct purchase of

solar power only if the
purchase is of 1 mw."
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and Bengaluru, doctors from different cities within the
same State provide their services. We provide them lodg-
ing and other facilities at very nominal rates. This results
in limited occupancy, and it is more of our service to the
nation than yielding any business to us. We have also
started home delivery of food and sanitisation services
for many corporate offices.

What is your take on the lockdown and un-lockdown
strategies followed by different States?

COVID-19 has brought about a situation where there
are no fixed policies. Most of the policies are guided by
the Central government and accepted to some extent by
State governments. Besides, States are authorised to frame
their own policies. Sometimes, different views taken by
State governments have created problems for businesses

and businessmen to move out and
start normal operations. These half
measures are badly affecting the hos-
pitality sector.

The present situation has offered
many opportunities for established
players. Any plans to expand reach?

We have always followed an as-
sets-light model, and we are looking
at some hotels in Shimla and Agra.
We are studying the market there.
They are good properties, and we are
also looking at two more cities. There
is a good chance that we may add
three or four hotels in our assets-light
model of marketing and management
this year itself.

As the industry awaits eagerly to
welcome guests once again, what is

 "We are very well
equipped to help maintain

social distance and provide
contactless services to our

guests. We have put in
systems that will facilitate

contactless check-in,
check-out and payment

services. All our hotels are
well equipped and very

safe to stay."

your message for your patrons?
I would like to stress that all our hotels and the staff

there are experts in sanitisation. We are very well equipped
to help maintain social distance and provide contactless
services to our guests. We have put in systems that will
facilitate contactless check-in, check-out and payment ser-
vices. All our hotels are well equipped and very safe to
stay. We will all have to learn to live with the virus. The
good news is that fatality rate and other risks of this pan-
demic are lowering each day. With this good news, we
must all come back into the mainstream of life soon. We
are providing services to doctors, and hence, our employ-
ees are all trained by the doctors, who have given them
more safety guidelines. And most importantly, touchwood,
none of our employees is affected by Coronavirus.

S P JAIN
MANAGING DIRECTOR
PRIDE HOTELS LTD



Advantage
Maharashtra
MAHARASHTRA'S EXPOR T ADVANTAGE

Maharashtra's export potential is immense, owing to
its quality infrastructure, policy support and thrust
sectors. In 2019-20, Maharashtra's exports to the
world amounted to USD 69.7 Billion and accounted
for 23 per cent of India's total exports.

The following essential factors improve Maharashtra's
export performance:

1. Proximity to ports: The State has two major and
53 minor ports, contributing to 21.76 per cent of
total cargo transport in India.

2. Domestic transport infrastructure: It accounts
for about 9.3 per cent of total railway network in
the country with two major railway zones, three
international airports, eight domestic airports and
18 national highways.

3. The State's FDI accounts for 30 per cent of
India's FDI inflow.

4. Availability of skilled labor: Some 45 million
people are to be trained with employable skills by
2022. The State has 20 State universities and 21

4. With the Electric Vehicle policy Maharashtra
plans to set up EV clusters to boost EV manufac-
turing and become a pioneer in the field.

5. Established fintech fund of $35 million with
sandbox regulation

6. Maharashtra is one of the top 10 performers on
India's ease of doing business (EoBD) ranking.

MAGNETIC MAHARASHTRA 2018

In 2018, the government organised its first dedi-
cated global investment summit, Magnetic
Maharashtra Convergence 2018.

The Industries Department, along with MIDC,
signed investment intentions in excess of Rs 5 lakh
crore, having the potential to generate over 7 million
jobs.

cies in novel sectors, such as fintech, start-ups, cloud
and electric vehicles, etc to provide impetus to growth.
Some of these are as following:

1. Maharashtra Industrial Policy 2019 - Aims at
attracting investments of $140 billion, generat-
ing employment opportunities for 4 million people
and making manufacturing sector account for 25
per cent of GSDP by 2023-24

2. First State in the country with separate GST
Policy and SGST incentives

3. Plans to develop 25 integrated multi-modal lo-
gistics parks and 100 logistics parks in the State

MIDC - The Apex Body for
Industrial and Infrastructural
Development
(https://www.midcindia.org/home)

Maharashtra accounts for roughly 14 per cent1 of India's GDP, over 30 per cent2 of India's
foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows and approximately 23 per cent3 of India's exports.

With Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP) of $480 billion,
Maharashtra is India's largest economy.

From October 2019 to March 2020, Maharashtra attracted the highest level of FDI in the
country, accounting for 30 per cent of the total FDI inflow into India.

#1 www.maharashtra.gov.in/Site/upload/WhatsNew/
ESM_2019_20_Eng_Book.pdf,     #2 https://dipp.gov.in/sites/default/
files/FDI_Factsheet_March20_28May_2020.pdf,
#3 www.maharashtra.gov.in/Site/upload/WhatsNew
ESM_2019_20_Eng_Book.pdf

Maharashtra's
Trillion-Dollar
Plan

With inherent strengths, investor-
friendly policies and deft execution

by MIDC, Maharashtra is on its way
to becoming the nation's first

$1-trillion economy.

Industrial area, Nagpur

deemed universities with over 6,000 educational
institutions across various streams having close
to 2.5 million students enrolled per year.

5. There is government support through creation
of stronger institutions, policies, etc.

6. The State is well equipped with access to raw
materials and supplies.

PROGRESSIVE POLICY ECOSYSTEM

In 2018, Maharastra was one of the first States to for-
mulate its own Fintech policy and Electric Vehicle policy.

The State has launched a slew of progressive poli-
Water Treatment plant, MIDC Industrial Estate,
Aurangabad
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The work carried out by Maharashtra Industrial De-
velopment Corporation (MIDC) has made it possible
for the State to achieve this vantage position with
regard to investments and industries.

MIDC was set up in 1962 by a special Act of the
State government with the mandate to achieve bal-
anced industrial development of Maharashtra.

It administers the investment lifecycle in the State
from outreach to aftercare and tackles all inter-de-
partmental queries for support and facilitation.

Over the last few years, MIDC has focused on
fostering business relationships with nearly all major
trade partners of India. It regularly engages with over
13 countries to ensure priority investor handholding.

It has also recognised a few key sectors, such as
textile, food processing and electronics system de-
sign and manufacturing (ESDM) and so on in tan-
dem with additional thrust sectors, such as defence
and aerospace, renewable energy and data centres,
among others.

MIDC till date has set up close to 289 industrial
parks spread over 2.25 lakh acres of land spanning
across the State.

SPECIAL FEATURE



The key role played by MIDC includes the following:

Aggregates otherwise disparate industrial de-
velopment efforts within one body that can gen-
erate real expertise and track record of delivery

Increases the pace and agility of the State's re-
sponse to investors and developers

Leverages its presence (16 regional offices
spread across 289 industrial complexes) to en-
large the scale of industrial development and in-
vestor facilitation

Provides access to a single-window system for
land application and allocation to boost the ease
of doing business in the State and boost external
investment

Focuses on holistic development of the State in
each region through the development of indus-
trial clusters (Mumbai-Thane for IT/ITeS and lo-
gistics, Pune for auto and ESDM)

Improves the investment readiness of key city
projects, developing the propositions to make them
more attractive to external investment

Provides specialised and sustainable infrastruc-
ture, such as development of industrial parks
(parks for food, IT/ITeS, textile, wine, etc), desig-
nated chemical zones and commissioning and
management of CETPs and CHWTSDFs for ef-
fective treatment of industrial waste

Magnetic
Maharashtra 2.0

The Hon'ble Chief Minister through the various
key interventions announced under Magnetic
Maharashtra 2.0 aims to restore the State's economic
activity and fight against the impacts of the COVID-
19 pandemic.

To help industries mitigate the challenges arising
out of global supply chain disruption, the State is fo-
cusing on creating ready-to-use infrastructure with
plug-and-play facilities and creation of a unified
search portal for enhancing and connecting supply
chains.

MIDC is planning to organise Magnetic
Maharashtra 2.0 in November 2020.

Key interventions proposed under Magnetic
Maharashtra 2.0 to boost State's investment com-
petitiveness are follows:

CAPACITY  AUGMENT ATION
OF MIDC LAND BANK

MIDC has the largest land bank in the country
of 2.25 lakh acres of industrial area.

MIDC manages 289 industrial estates across
36 districts of the State.

Besides the existing land bank, as per the

Hon'ble Chief Minister's instructions, MIDC is
acquiring additional 40,000 acres of land for com-
panies looking to invest in Maharashtra.

The acquisition is targeted in the regions, such
as Pune-Chakan-Talegaon-Satara belt, Mumbai-
Thane-Raigad belt, Aurangabad-Jalna region,
Nagpur-Amravati belt and Nashik-Ahmednagar
region.

PLUG-AND-PLA Y INFRASTRUCTURE

MIDC will offer ready-to-move-in factories,
complete with advanced utilities and affordable
pricing structure, to be made available with
sectoral tailoring.

It will host a diverse base of entrepreneurs, lo-
cal suppliers and anchor units.

MIDC will provide industrial shed spaces on a
rental basis to enable quick setting up of indus-
tries without a major cash flow impact on the investor.

Maha Jobs will have a dual impact - It will help
industries meet the talent shortfall that they face with
ready access to unskilled, semi-skilled and skilled tal-
ent. In parallel, it will also allow youth of the State to
list his or her skill sets on the portal across 17 sectors
and over 950 job roles.

This matchmaking of talent will help the State
achieve an optimal mix of utilisation and boost manu-
facturing productivity.
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MIDC: Nodal Agency For All Investors
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2.25 lakh acres land

MIDC has an excellent track record of attracting investments into the State. The State's
capacity to harbour industrial ecosystem, coupled with visionary leaders and policymakers

that successfully deploy resources in a strategic manner, makes Maharashtra a business
destination like no other. Maharashtra has been growing rapidly and is on the path to

becoming the nation's first trillion-dollar economy.

This helps a new investor immediately start op-
erations from day one, while offsetting the
company's risk appetite and liquidity crunch, es-
pecially in a post-COVID scenario

MAHAPAR WANA

The Government of Maharashtra has unveiled
a mega, single-permission system to fast-track in-
dustrial permissions as quickly as 24 hours
through the existing MAITRI portal.

The mega permission will facilitate investors to
get all the permissions through a single-window
clearance system and enable industries and their
operations to start instantly.

All FDI and investment proposals exceeding
Rs 50 crore will receive an assurance letter.

MAHA JOBS
(https://mahajobs.maharashtra.gov.in/)

Designed by the State to act as an industry em-
ployment bureau

KEY INDUSTRIAL HUBS

The Government of Maharashtra has identified the
following key industrial hubs that focus on several
thrust sectors:

Mumbai-Thane-Palghar-Raigad-Ratnagiri-
Sindhudurg specialising in engineering, food pro-
cessing, auto and components, chemicals and
pharmaceutical

Pune-Chakan-Talegaon-Satara specialising in
data centre, gems and jewellery, engineering,
food processing, auto and components, ESDM
and logistics

Nashik-Malegaon-Ahmednagar for food pro-
cessing, medical equipment, ESDM and engineering

Aurangabad (AURIC, DMIC)-Jalna, India's
first smart industrial city, for food processing,
auto and components, ESDM and textile

Nagpur-Amravati for aerospace and defence,
engineering, textile and food processing

SPECIAL FEATURE

MIDC is planning
to organise

Magnetic
Maharashtra 2.0

in November
2020.
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R
eliance Industries' (RIL)
dazzling show on the
stock market continues
unabated. The RIL stock
 has scaled a new high

on the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE)
last month, surging past the Rs 2,100
mark. With the grand show on the BSE,
RIL has become the first Indian com-
pany to cross market capitalisation (m-
cap) of Rs 14,00,000 crore. The oil-to-
telecom conglomerate is now ranked
46th globally in terms of m-cap. Be-
sides, RIL has overtaken ExxonMobil
to become the world's second-most
valuable, energy company, next only
to Saudi Aramco.

A string of good news has helped
the Mumbai-headquartered
company's stock jump by over 60 per
cent in the last three months. Inter-
estingly, the darling of the stock mar-
ket has not lost its sheen even in this
troubled time of COVID-19. The oil-
to-telecom company appears to have
everything going right for it in the
past few months.

Over the past three months, when
the whole world is battling the
Coronavirus crisis, RIL has suc-
ceeded in raking in Rs 1,52,056 crore
from 14, different, global investors. Jio
Platforms, a subsidiary of RIL, has
attracted huge investments from top
investors, including Facebook's
43,574 crore for 9.9 per cent stake and
Google's Rs 33,737 crore for 7.73 per
cent stake in the subsidiary as well as
many sovereign wealth funds and glo-
bal private equity firms.

Incidentally, buoyancy in the RIL
stock is in sharp contrast to other oil
company stocks that have been bat-
tered on the bourses worldwide be-
cause of the virus-triggered plunge
in demand for petroleum products. In
fact, RIL's clever positioning of Jio
Platforms - which was formed in No-
vember 2019 - as a wide-ranging, vi-
brant, technology entity has attracted
strong investors' interest in RIL. In-

“Reliance has built three hyper-growth engines -
Jio Platforms business, Reliance Retail's new

commerce business and Reliance's O2C business.
It is our vision to make Reliance a new energy

and new materials company."
MUKESH AMBANI, CMD, RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED

RIL 3.0
Mukesh Ambani sets the ball rolling

to make Reliance a vibrant
technology company.

vestors are betting big on Jio Plat-
forms providing multiple, digital so-
lutions for communication, entertain-
ment, shopping, education and
healthcare, among others.

It was this similar, bullish, inves-
tors' sentiment that enabled RIL to

conclude the country's largest-ever
rights issue in June. Reliance's
Rs 53,124-crore rights issue was sub-
scribed by 1.59 times. Besides,
Reliance's petroleum-retailing partner-
ship with BP, announced last August,
is set to fetch it Rs 7,000 crore. Ac-

RIL 3.0
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cording to the deal, BP will be acquir-
ing a 49 per cent stake in RIL's fuel
retail business, which will include fuel
retail station network and aviation fuel
business across India.

Fund-raising by Jio Platforms, the
rights issue and the BP deal together
get RIL in excess of Rs 2,00,000 crore.
This fund flow is set to clear its net
debt of Rs 1,61,035 crore as on March
31, 2020. The oil, retail and telecom
conglomerate is thus becoming a net
debt-free company well ahead of the
deadline of March 2021.

"Reliance    stands    stronger    than
ever    before. This is because Reli-
ance has built three hyper-growth
engines - Jio Platforms business, Re-
liance Retail's new commerce busi-
ness and Reliance's O2C (oil-to-chemi-
cals) business. It is our vision to make
Reliance a new energy and new mate-
rials company," said RIL Chairman and
Managing Director Mukesh Ambani,
addressing the company's 43rd annual
general meeting (AGM) in mid-July. It

was a virtual AGM, attended by more
than 3,00,000 shareholders and oth-
ers from 473 cities across 41 countries
on JioMeet - Jio Platforms' recently-
launched video-conferencing
application - other and social media
platforms.

The RIL way
Mr Ambani, the world's fifth-richest
man with a net worth of $77.4 billion
or a little over Rs 5,76,630 crore, has
been successfully reshaping RIL over
the past few years. In fact, India's rich-
est man has brilliantly transformed
RIL from an oil-and-petrochemical
company to a dynamic conglomerate
straddling energy, retail, telecom and
now a technology company.

Diversification, in fact, has been
ingrained in RIL's DNA since its in-
ception in 1966. Begun as a yarn-trad-
ing company by Dhirubhai Ambani -
the father of Mukesh and Anil Ambani
- the late Dhirubhai turned Reliance
into a textile company, and its brand,
Vimal, soon became a household

1966
Origin

Mumbai
Headquarters

Refining, petrochemicals,
retail, telecom, media and
entertainment and digital
technologies
Businesses

1,95,618
Employees

Rs 6,59,205 crore
Turnover

Rs 44,324 crore
Net profit

The Reliance
Empire

................................................................

................................................................

................................................................

................................................................

................................................................

................................................................

70.6 mt
Refinery throughput

$8.9/bbl
Gross refining margin

38.4 mt
Petrochemicals production

1,398
No of fuel outlets

11,784
No of retail stores

28.7 mn sq ft
Retail space

38.75 crore
Jio Subscribers

SCALE OF OPERATIONS

................................................................

................................................................

................................................................

................................................................

................................................................

................................................................
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Reliance is set for the next
level of growth, powered
by technology and driven
by Jio Platforms.

The Global Digital Push

Facebook | 9.99%| 43,573.62

Silver Lake | 1.15% | 5,655.75

Vista | 2.32% | 11,367

General Atlantic | 1.34% | 6,598.38

KKR | 2.32% | 11,367

Mubadala | 1.85% | 9,093.60

Silver Lake | 0.93% | 4,546.80

ADIA | 1.16% | 5,683.50

TPG | 0.93% | 4,546.80

L Catterlon | 0.39% | 1,894.50

PIF | 2.32% | 11,367

Intel | 0.39% | 1,894.50

Qualcomm | 0.15% | 730

Google | 7.73% | 33,737
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Total Stake
32.97%

Investment Amount
152,055.45 Crore
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1957: Returning from Yemen, Dhirubhai
Ambani starts a yarn trading business
from a small office in Mumbai.

1966: Reliance Textile Industries is born,
beginning with textile trading and then
textile manufacturing.

1977: Reliance's IPO creates history by
introducing equity cult in India.

1979: Reliance sets up a textile mill in
Naroda, Gujarat, sparking off the
company's backward integration
journey.

1985: Reliance is renamed as Reliance Industries or RIL.
A petrochemicals manufacturing plant is commissioned in
Patalganga, Maharashtra.

1992: A petrochemical facility to produce HDPE and PVC is set up
in Hazira, Gujarat.

2000: RIL commissions the world's largest paraxylene plant at its
new integrated petrochemicals complex in Jamnagar, Gujarat.

2002: Reliance enters the telecom business and brings about a
revolution in India's mobile telephony.

2005: Reliance's businesses are reorganised and divided between
brothers Mukesh and Anil after their father's death in 2002.

2006: RIL enters retail business with Reliance Retail.

2009: RIL commences production of hydrocarbons in its KG-D6
block in the Krishna-Godavari basin off India's east coast.

2016: RIL makes telecom foray with RJio by launching wireless
broadband 4G services.

2020: RIL enters technology and digital services businesses by
strategic partnerships with top, global technology companies.

RIL's Journey

Founder Dhirubhai Ambani
sowed seeds of RIL's
winning strategies of

diversification, disruption
and expansion.
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a late entrant to the retail sector,
Mr Ambani had the advantage of not
repeating the mistakes made by his
competitors. Most of the malls in In-
dia were then concentrated in metros,
and as a result, growth of the retail
sector had hit saturation point. Hence,
RIL turned its focus to small towns
and cities and began opening Reli-
ance Retail stores across tier-II and -
III cities and towns.

Expansion across smaller cities -
there are more than 11,700 stores un-
der different formats, such as Reliance
Fresh, Reliance Smart, Reliance
Trends, Reliance Digital and so on -
and growth in private labels led to
higher margins. Besides its sheer
scale, efficiency of sourcing, a diver-
sified presence of supply chains and
warehousing facilities in different re-
gions have helped improve its fi-
nances. Moreover, its partnership with
over 45, top, international brands, in-
cluding Tiffany & Co, Burberry and
Jimmy Choo, has given Reliance Re-
tail an edge over its other rivals.

No wonder, these features have
made Reliance Retail the most-valued
retailer in the country. This fact was
proved early this year when parent
company RIL proposed a scheme that
allowed Reliance Retail shareholders
to exchange four shares of the retailer
for one share of RIL. This effectively
meant that Reliance Retail's valuation
would be about Rs 2,40,000 crore or a
fourth of RIL's then m-cap of
Rs 9,70,000 crore. Reliance Retail's
valuation was double the valuation
of Rs 1,20,000 crore of its nearest ri-
val, Avenue Supermarts - the opera-
tor of hypermarket chain D-Mart - at
that time. With RIL's m-cap soaring
sky high now, the valuation of its re-
tail subsidiary is many more miles
ahead of its rivals.

Meanwhile, RIL's telecom foray
was necessitated by a trend spotted
by Mr Ambani way back in 2012. In a
meeting with his top executives, the
RIL chief had flagged declining rev-
enue of the petroleum sector. The

name. Through a series of backward
integration, Reliance ventured into
manufacturing of polyester yarn and
then oil refining and petrochemicals.

The late Dhirubhai, known for
spawning an equity culture in India
with Reliance's mega initial public of-
fer (IPO) in 1977, was a past master in
planning projects on a grand scale and
then executing them efficiently. The
company's Jamnagar oil refinery and
petrochemicals complex, the world's
largest oil-refining hub, stands as a
tall testimony to the Ambanis' pen-

chant for grandeur.
And Mukesh Ambani is his father's

son when it comes to RIL's expansion
after Dhirubhai's demise in 2002. The
63-year-old tycoon has kept invent-
ing and reinventing RIL. Over the
years, Reliance has replicated its
growth strategy - identifying poten-
tial sectors, deploying disruptive tech-
nologies and undertaking aggressive
expansion - across sectors quite suc-
cessfully.

In 2006, Reliance ventured into re-
tail business with Reliance Retail. As
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meeting had brainstormed and de-
cided to enter the telecom sector. It
was in that meeting that Mr Ambani
was supposed to have claimed that
data was the new oil - a statement that
has become a worn-out cliche today.
That idea took concrete shape in Sep-
tember 2016 with launch of Relaince
Jio Infocomm (RJio).

RJio's entry into the market came
as a boon to customers. Mr Ambani's
telecom company gifted away its SIM
cards and accompanying 4G data for
a nominal registration fee. Of course,
voice calls were bundled with data
and literally came for free. It would
not be wrong to credit RJio with un-
leashing a data revolution across India.

However, this revolution came at a
steep cost for the Indian telecom sec-
tor. Many rival telecom companies -
such as younger brother Anil
Ambani's Reliance Communications,
Aircel and Tata Teleservices - had to
shut shop as a result of a stiff compe-
tition induced by a data war. Estab-
lished rivals, like Bharti Airtel, Idea
and Vodafone - the latter two compa-
nies merged to form Vodafone Idea -
too were badly dented. RJio's disrup-
tive strategies of a new technology -
Long-Term Evolution (LTE) - its 4G-
only service unlike its rivals' 2G and
3G services, innovative plans of voice
bundled with data and liberal per-day
data plans crushed its rivals.

As oil revenues were volatile and
dwindling at times, RIL found refuge
in retail and telecom. Mr Ambani, who,
like his father, has his fingers firmly
on the pulse of his businesses, also
devised a new strategy to ensure bet-
ter profitability in the oil sector. Last
year, RIL had announced to hive off
its O2C business - comprising refin-
ing, petrochemicals, fuel retail and
aviation fuel - into a separate entity.
RIL had also added that Saudi
Aramco would buy a 20 per cent stake
in the O2C business. That deal seems
to have hit a hurdle now, with the oil
industry in doldrums due to
Coronavirus crisis. During the recent

AGM, Mr Ambani revealed that RIL
would seek the NCLT's approval to
spin off its O2C business into a sepa-
rate entity by 2021 and woo more in-
vestors into the new entity.

RIL also has plans to convert 70
per cent of its output from the
Jamnagar refinery and petrochemical
complex to chemicals, leaving only the
remaining 30 per cent to be turned into
fuel. The idea behind this higher con-
version to chemicals is to earn better
margins as against lower margins from
fuel. Currently, 90 per cent of output
from the complex is converted to fu-
els, with the remaining 10 per cent
turned into chemicals.

Betting on technology
There was a time when RIL and its
founder Dhirubhai Ambani wanted to
emulate global energy giants, like
ExxonMobil and Royal Dutch Shell.

RIL has already gone beyond that
dream by its m-cap surpassing that of
ExxonMobil recently. A host of fac-
tors have pushed Reliance to think
and move beyond oil. Volatile and de-
pleting oil revenues, high potential of
technology-based sectors and the
younger generation of the Ambanis,
who literally live by the dictum
that data is the new oil, have driven
this shift.

RIL insiders acknowledge that the
younger generation of Ambanis was
actively involved in negotiations with
many of the big investors of Jio Plat-
forms. Mr Ambani's twin children Isha
and Akash are on the boards of RJio
and Reliance Retail respectively, and
younger son Anant is on the board of
Jio Platforms.

Interestingly, the surge in the RIL
stock and its m-cap in recent months
is closely connected to the oil giant's
shift to becoming a technology com-
pany. This was more evidently dem-
onstrated by the leading technology
companies rushing to make huge in-
vestments in RIL's technology sub-
sidiary Jio Platforms. And this shift
was further amplified by the big an-
nouncements made at the company's
recent, virtual AGM.

A closer perusal of RIL's revenue
break-up over a decade captures its
shift to non-oil segments quite clearly.
A decade ago, petrochemicals and re-
fining contributed close to 90 per cent
of the company's revenue. This has
changed significantly with petro-
chemicals and refining revenue ac-
counting for about 70 per cent today,

RIL has plans to convert 70 per cent of its output from the Jamnagar
refinery and petrochemical complex to chemicals to earn better margins.

Jamnagar oil refinery, the world's largest oil-refining hub

With Rs 14,00,000 crore m-cap, RIL
has overtaken ExxonMobil to
become the world's second-most
valuable, energy company.
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while consumer businesses of retail
and telecom make up the remaining
30 per cent of its total revenue.

Meanwhile, Reliance is set for the
next level of growth, powered by tech-
nology and driven by Jio Platforms.
Immediately after Facebook invested
in Jio Platforms in late April, the latter
launched its e-commerce venture
JioMart. Joining hands with
Facebook's WhatsApp, JioMart aims
to connect small retailers with con-
sumers and also bring micro, small and
medium enterprises (MSMEs) and
farmers within its fold. JioMart has al-
ready rolled out its operation in 200
cities amid initial glitches of poor qual-
ity products and erratic delivery. It has
also extended its portfolio beyond
grocery to electronics, fashion goods,
eyecare, pharmaceutical and other
products.

There are mutual gains in the part-
nership, with JioMart being able to
leverage the over 40 crore user base
of WhatsApp and Reliance Retail's
more than 11,700 stores and its strong
distribution network. With the com-
bined strengths of Reliance Retail and
WhatsApp, JioMart seems all set to
give a tough fight to rivals Amazon
and Walmart-backed Flipkart.

The government recently rejected
Flipkart's application to enter the food
retail business. Amazon too appears
concerned that its food retail plans
may face a similar rejection. The mat-
ter of foreign ownership in both these
e-commerce companies has turned out
to be an obstacle for their many plans
in India. This is where JioMart scores

over its rivals, thanks to its Indian
ownership.

Reliance's digital plans extend be-
yond e-commerce, and they have been
elaborated by Mr Ambani at the vir-
tual AGM. Jio Platforms and Google,
one of the 14 major investors in Jio
Platforms, are developing entry-level,
affordable smartphones with
optimisations to the Android operat-
ing system and Google Play Store.
With this initiative, Ambani wants In-
dia to be "2G mukt (free)" and to be
able to offer affordable "4G or even
5G" smartphones. "I am excited that
our joint collaboration will focus on
increasing access for hundreds of
millions of Indians who don't cur-
rently own a smartphone, while im-
proving the mobile experience for all,"
stresses Google and Alphabet CEO
Sundar Pichai.

Mr Ambani has also announced

that Jio has designed and developed
a complete 5G solution from scratch,
which will enable Reliance to launch
a world-class 5G service in India us-
ing 100 per cent home-grown tech-
nologies and solutions. Besides,
JioMeet video-conferencing tool, Jio
Platforms has developed Jio Glass - a
mixed-reality headset that promises
holographic video-conferencing, 3D-
presentations and more -JioTV Plus -
a content aggregator that brings over
the top (OTT) platforms, TV channels,
various apps and services together
to its Jio set-top-box users.

Besides, Jio has already acquired
a number of entities, such as music-
streaming company Saavn and edu-
cation technology firm Embibe, rais-
ing hopes of creation of a super-app.
In digital services, Reliance is work-
ing with Microsoft to enhance adop-
tion of leading technologies, like data
analytics, artificial intelligence (AI),
blockchain and internet of things
(IoT) and so on, among small and
medium enterprises. Some industry
watchers see Reliance's digital plans
shaping it into India's Alibaba or
Tencent.

Challenges ahead
It is one thing to be positioned as a
tech major, and quite another to de-
liver on the promises through effec-
tive monetisation. RIL has painted its
technology-centred plans rather beau-
tifully on a large canvas. However, that
picture is far from perfect and leaves
many vital questions unanswered. For
one, worthy competition still exists in
many of the verticals Jio Platforms is

Battle lines are drawn between
JioMart, Amazon and Flipkart to
grab the largest share of India's e-
commerce market.

Expansion across smaller cities, a large number of private labels and partnership with over 45, global brands have
made Reliance Retail India's most valuable retailer.
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It would not be wrong to credit RJio with unleashing a data revolution
across India, but launch of ambitious 5G may pose a big challenge.

targeting. Second, success cannot be
taken as a given for all RIL projects,
even going by past history. "RIL's up-
stream oil and gas foray in 2008 is an
example of aspirations not
materialising even alongside a global
major such as BP," note Macquarie's
analysts.

JioMart is set to face stiff competi-
tion from Amazon and Walmart-
owned Flipkart. In fact, both the com-
panies have deep pockets and an al-
ready well-established warehousing
and logistics supply chain in the
country. Soon after the JioMart-
WhatsApp agreement, both the com-
panies have announced higher in-
vestments and expanded their e-com-
merce services.

Amazon, led by Jeff Bezos, its
founder CEO and world's richest man,
has committed to invest an incremen-
tal $1 billion in India, taking its total
commitment to $6 billion. Amazon re-
cently launched its Local Shops on
Amazon programme in the country on
a wider scale to expand its network of
sellers. According to industry
sources, the American e-commerce
giant is in talks with Bharti Airtel for a
5 per cent stake. If this happens, Ama-
zon will emerge as a much formidable
competitor to JioMart.

Walmart too has made a $1.2-bil-
lion investment in Flipkart to fuel the
Indian e-commerce company's
growth. Flipkart has announced its
foray into online, wholesale business
with launch of Flipkart Wholesale,
which will work with the country's lo-
cal neighbourhood kirana stores.
Flipkart has also announced a 100 per
cent acquisition of Walmart India,
which operates the Best Price cash-
and-carry business across the coun-
try. Acquiring Walmart India will help
Flipkart scale up its digital wholesale
venture, since the former entity has
nearly 15 lakh customers in India, in-
cluding kiranas and other MSMes.

There are doubts about RIL's af-
fordable smartphone with regard to
its affordability. Many analysts are

also wary if Jio Platform's home-grown
5G service can actually deliver in the
face of competition from other, estab-
lished, global players - Huawei,
Samsung, ZTE, LG and Nokia are the
world's five-biggest 5G patent hold-
ers. There is also the question of
the government auctioning 5G spec-
trum and concerns around its steep
base price.

As the world battles this pandemic,
demand for oil is set to remain luke-
warm for many more months. The
world is already flooded by refining
overcapacity, and revival of oil and
gas prices seem to be distant for now.
This has dented margins and profits
of oil companies the world over.

In the past, RIL has been using
cash flow from the petroleum busi-
ness to build its telecom and retail

subsidiaries. But with RIL's gross re-
fining margins (GRMs) - difference
between value of refined products
produced and cost of crude oil - fall-
ing year after year (RIL's GRMs fell to
$8.9 per barrel in FY20 from $9.2 in
FY19.), Mr Ambani will find it tough
to fund his new technology busi-
nesses in the near future.

All said and done, challenges are
not new to both RIL and Mr Ambani.
The business conglomerate has sur-
mounted many such challenges in the
past to emerge stronger and more vi-
brant. All the digital businesses of RIL
are now placed in debt-free Jio Plat-
forms. The technology company can
monetise itself by selling out shares
and ultimately float an IPO in future.
RIL, in the meanwhile, is undergoing
a transformation by building three,
strong pillars of global scale in refin-
ing and petrochemicals, retail and digi-
tal and telecom. The future plan seems
to be aimed at growing these entities
into independent companies, creating
debt-free balance sheets and then
monetising them through public of-
fers. If RIL 1.0 was all about refining
and petrochemicals, RIL 2.0 was
about retail and telecom. Mr Ambani
and his children have now set the ball
rolling on RIL 3.0, a technology-cen-
tric bet that is set to take Reliance to
the next level of growth.

"I am excited
that our joint
collaboration
will focus on
increasing
access for
hundreds of

millions of Indians who don't
currently own a smartphone,
while improving the mobile
experience for all."

SUNDAR PICHAI
CEO, Google & Alphabet
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ister themselves on the portal. They
are selected as suppliers, if they meet
the eligibility criteria for different pro-
curements. "The GeM has success-
fully established a vibrant e-market-
place with a wide range of goods and
services. With a digital presence,
MSMEs will grow faster, and GeM's
technology will reduce barriers for
bona fide sellers," points out Sanjay
Aggarwal, the senior vice-president
of PHD Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (PHDCCI).

If a product or service sought costs
less than Rs 25,000, purchasing gov-
ernment agencies can directly select
a suitable vendor and proceed with a
transaction. If the cost is between
Rs 25,000 and Rs 5,00,000, a compari-
son has to be made among three ven-
dors before a final decision is taken.
For products and services over
Rs 5,00,000, the buying government
entity has to decide its own bid and
then pick the lowest bidder from
among the respondents.

Over the years, GeM has expanded
quite substantially and spread its
reach far and wide. The number of
product and service categories on the
portal has reached 6,999 and 130 re-

"The GeM has
successfully
established a
vibrant e-
marketplace
with a wide

range of goods and services.
GeM's technology will reduce
barriers for bona fide sellers."

SANJAY AGGARWAL
Senior V-P, PHDCCI

IBJ BUREAU

More and more buyers and
sellers are thronging the
Government e-Marketplace

(GeM) in recent months. The public
procurement portal, launched by the
Union Commerce Ministry, is buzzing
with new deals as online shopping
picks up pace amid the COVID-19
epidemic.

GeM, which was launched in Au-
gust 2016 and operationalised in 2017,
has been functioning as an end-to-
end marketplace. It has been provid-
ing open, efficient and transparent
procurement of goods and services
by Central and State governments and
other government organisations.

The portal was introduced as a
measure to plug corruption in gov-
ernment procurement from micro, small
and medium enterprises (MSMEs) and
make transactions quicker. Almost
everything required by government
departments and public sector under-
takings (PSUs) - from computers and
ATMs, to taxis for hire, automobiles
for purchase and office furniture - is
available on the GeM.

The public procurement portal, in
the meanwhile, is taking a host of
steps to onboard products and ser-
vices from a cross-section of MSMEs.
It is busy roping in self-help groups
(SHGs), tribal communities, craftsmen,
weavers and other small businesses
to make the platform more inclusive.
Besides, a team of GeM is in consul-
tation with the Union Ministry of Tex-
tile to compile data of 21,00,000 weav-
ers and 18,00,000 craftsmen and bring
them on the platform. Similarly, the
team is also in discussion with the
Union MSME Ministry to onboard
92,00,000 small enterprises on the
GeM portal.

"The vision expounded by the
prime minister for GeM is to drive the
three pillars of inclusivity, efficiency
with attendant cost savings and trans-
parency along with more and more
usability. This is reflective of an ap-
petite to re-imagine the status quo and

GeM Of An Idea
A new version of the public procurement portal on
the anvil could plug the loopholes in the current
system and help small enterprises thrive.

usher in structural reforms through
technology," stresses GeM Chief Ex-
ecutive Officer (CEO) Talleen Kumar.
Growing reach
Under the GeM system, vendors reg-

"The vision
expounded by
the prime
minister for
GeM is to drive
the three pillars

of inclusivity, efficiency with
attendant cost savings and
transparency along with more
and more usability."

TALLEEN KUMAR
CEO, GeM
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spectively, while the products and
services on offer have risen to
19,93,755 and 32,806 respectively. The
procurement portal has also wit-
nessed a big jump of listed buyer
organisations at 45,787 and sellers
and service providers at 4,13,848,
while it has recorded total transac-
tions valued at Rs 56,780 crore.

Moreover, the procurement portal
has become more inclusive during the
past three years, with 49 per cent of
its orders worth Rs 10,000 or less hav-
ing been supplied by 25,000 sellers.
Over 1,000 SHGs have been registered
on the portal through paperless, au-
tomatic and instant integration with
the database of the Ministry of Rural
Development and over 700 products
have been uploaded. Similarly, over
5,000 products have been uploaded
across 48 different categories by the
Tribal Cooperative Marketing Devel-
opment Federation (TRIFED).

GeM 4.0
For all the progress done by GeM, it
still has a long way to go. The total
transactions of over Rs 56,700 crore
recorded on the procurement portal
may seem to be a big success. How-
ever, the transactions registered in
the little over three years are too mi-
nuscule, given the GeM's projected
transactions of around Rs 8,00,000
crore every year.

Many factors have stalled the por-
tal from developing to its fullest po-
tential. First of all, States, PSUs and
public sector banks (PSBs) are gener-
ally reluctant to make their procure-
ments through GeM. Experts opine
that government departments and
PSUs are still beset with an old
mindset of procuring products the old
way, such as inviting tenders, main-
taining files and so on. They do not
seem to be keen on using a technol-
ogy platform, like GeM, they add.

Besides, the old system of procur-
ing goods is seen as offering a lot of
scope for corruption. Commission
from vendors is very common. There
is a nexus between buyer and vendor

45,787
BUYER ORGANISATIONS

4,13,848
SELLERS & SERVICE PROVIDERS

6,999
PRODUCT CATEGORIES

130
SERVICE CATEGORIES

19,93,755
PRODUCTS

32,806
SERVICES

Rs 56,780 crore
VALUE OF TRANSACTIONS

1,10,320
MSE SELLERS & SERVICE
PROVIDERS

57.25%
SHARE OF MSES IN TOTAL
SALES

GeM In Numbers
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in the old system of procurement. But
GeM is very transparent with no
scope for corruption. There could be
some reluctance to use the GeM plat-
form because of this reason, note the
experts.

Delayed payments are another
drawback that defeats the very pur-
pose of the portal designed for quick
and transparent settlement of trans-
actions. There are many instances
where dues of vendors have been pil-
ing up for days and weeks together.

The government has fortunately
taken note of the drawbacks and is
already in the process of plugging the
loopholes. It is in the process of roll-
ing out an advanced version of the
platform, GeM 4.0. The advanced ver-
sion of the portal aims to bridge gaps
in features and functionalities and
improve usability and transparency.
The new version is designed to en-
courage wider participation of sellers,
and its enhanced adoption by ven-
dors will also allow them to diversify
their businesses.

"For the first time, the platform can
accurately provide information on
whether timely payments are being
made to suppliers, including MSMEs
and startups. We are now moving to-
wards deemed acceptance as timely
payments to suppliers is a must for
the successful development of a
strong buyer-supplier ecosystem in
an e-marketplace," stresses Mr Kumar.

The GeM chief further adds that
the platform is incorporating ad-
vanced analytics, artificial intelligence
and machine learning to prevent any
malpractices during transactions.
Moreover, a unified procurement sys-
tem being developed in the GeM will
create an availability report and past
transaction summary, which will help
buyers get details of their past trans-
actions at a click of a button.

The new GeM is set to be much
smarter and powerful. It will include
new features, such as item-wise bid-
ding, price variation process, enabling
of staggered delivery, demand aggre-
gation and many more. This will also
allow big buyers to procure from the
GeM. The new GeM could perhaps
help the government in plugging the
current loopholes and developing the
portal to its fullest potential.

GeM is taking a host of steps to
onboard products and services
from a cross-section of MSMEs.
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SHIVANAND PANDIT

Corporate governance in the In-
dian banking sector has at-
tracted a great deal of atten-

tion in recent times. The focus on
governance comes close on the heels
of many, high-profile flare-ups, entail-
ing dominance or control concerns in
the country's banks and financial in-
stitutions. Amid the concerns, the Re-
serve Bank of India (RBI) has pub-
lished a discussion paper on gover-
nance in the country's commercial
banks. The central bank's guidelines
been necessitated in the wake of in-
adequacy of the norms prescribed by
the Securities and Exchange Board of
India (SEBI) to handle governance in
banks and financial establishments.

According to the RBI, the objec-
tive of the discussion paper is to bring
into line the current governing scaf-
fold with international best practices
while being watchful of the framework
of the domestic financial system.

The RBI has mentioned that fresh
guidelines will be released based on
the feedback of stakeholders. The
new norms, applicable to private, for-
eign and public sector banks, will
come into effect within six months af-
ter being put on the RBI's website or
from April 1, 2021, whichever is later.

New norms
The discussion paper sees the light
of day in the background of latest
cases of governance failures at ICICI
Bank and Yes banks. The former CEO
of ICICI Bank had to step down in the
midst of accusations of conflict of in-
terest and for violation of code of con-
duct. The founder of Yes Bank has
been chargesheeted by the Enforce-

Cleaning Up
The RBI's discussion paper focuses on improving
governance in banks. But can the central bank fix the
mess in the banking sector?

ment Directorate for granting high-
value loans in a slipshod fashion.

Therefore, the RBI's paper posi-
tions advanced accountabilities for
the board of directors to make sure
that the banks preserve uppermost
benchmarks of governance and cir-
cumvent conflict of interest. The RBI
has cited that the board should out-
line a penned conflict of interest policy
to confirm that directors are aware of
what actions or events could lead to
conflict of interest. It has also men-
tioned that a director should desist
from voting on any topic where there
is a conflict of interest or where the
director's independence is affected.

With an intention of designing a
crystal-clear division of responsibili-
ties between the board and the man-
agement, the paper specifies that a
management functionary who is a
non-promoter or a major shareholder
cannot be a whole-time director
(WTD) or chief executive officer (CEO)
of a bank for over 15 consecutive

years. From then on, the individual
shall be eligible for re-appointment as
WTD or CEO only after the conclu-
sion of three years. However, during
those three years, the individual shall
not be appointed to or related with
the bank in any capacity.

The discussion paper also restricts
promoters from holding the position
of a CEO or a WTD in excess of 10
years. Once the final guidelines are
issued by the RBI, banks with WTDs
or CEOs who have completed 10 or 15
years shall have two years or up to
expiration of the current term, which-
ever is later, to search and appoint a
successor.

The discussion paper limits the age
for CEOs and WTDs at a maximum of
70 years. It also mandates that a board
member should not be a member of
any other bank or the RBI.
Besides, the board member should not
be either Members of Parliament or
State  legislature  or  municipality  or

The discussion paper sees the
light of day in the background of
latest cases of governance failures
in banks.
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other local bodies.
The strength of the board of direc-

tors of a bank should not be less than
six and not more than 15. The board
should conduct meetings at least
once in 60 days and at least six times
a year. Prior approval of the RBI is
mandatory for appointment and re-
appointment of WTDs and CEOs.
The central bank's guidelines place
numerous procedures to guarantee
appropriate conduct of various com-
mittees of the board, like the audit
committee, nomination and remunera-
tion committee and the risk manage-
ment committee. The central bank has
also focused on having a robust in-
ternal audit mechanism and vigilance
scheme.

Time to enforce
At first glance, the discussion paper
is an appreciable endeavour to spruce
up Indian banking, particularly after
the extremely-unpleasant develop-
ments at PMC Bank, Yes Bank and

(The writer is a tax specialist, financial
adviser, guest faculty and public

speaker based in Goa.)

other lenders. Nonetheless, the ac-
complishment of the efforts will de-
pend on the extent to which the watch-
dog efficiently enforces the norms or
medians.

The paper concentrates on com-
mercial banks, but a deeper look ex-
hibits that only private sector banks
and foreign banks will be the scape-
goats. Public sector banks are doubt-
ful to be squeezed and NBFCs have
been left out of the ambit completely.
Furthermore, the paper has no spe-
cific statutes or restrictions applicable
to the government, which, as a pro-
moter, holds the capacity to issue or-
ders to such banks. This will definitely
dent governance.

Moreover, the RBI must know that
the complete obligation of financial
sector guardianship lies with it. It
should not try to shift the responsi-
bility to the banks' boards. It is an
open secret that the debacle at ICICI
Bank, the fiasco at Axis Bank, the farce

Board members not to be
member of any bank's board
or RBI

Board members not to be
either a Member of
Parliament or State
legislature or municipality

Strength of bank's board not
to be less than six or more
than 15

Board to meet at least once in
60 days and at least six times
a year

RBI's approval mandatory for
appointment and re-
appointment WTDs and CEOs

Higher age limit of 70 years
recommended for banks'
CEOs and WTDs

Banks free to fix a lower age
for appointments

Promoters barred from
holding posts of CEO or WTD
in excess of 10 years

Term of a non-promoter CEO
or WTD limited to 15 years

RBI's New
Guidelines

at IndusInd Bank and the mess at
IL&FS were the outcome of the RBI's
gross negligence to a great extent.
Therefore, attempts to pass the re-
sponsibility may not help at all.

In conclusion, the central bank
should be sensible and watchful while
initiating radical changes at banks.
Forceful governance standards will
not clean up the banking sector. Very
importantly, the RBI should confirm
that its control on banks is strong and
its review squads are alert to check
scandals before they occur. This can
make governance reform truly effec-
tive and help the central bank keep its
preamble shining.
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Pankil Mehta, the chief business of-
ficer of the Alchemy Group - a lead-
ing digital media and content agency

- handles businesses, such as
AndBeyond.Media and Localyze.
Mr Mehta is a convergent thinker who has
challenged traditional digital practices by
bringing forth a futuristic way of identify-
ing the digital market.

With over 15 years of experience span-
ning across digital marketing and consult-
ing, Mr Mehta has made way for new prod-
uct initiatives by engaging in business op-
portunities and helping diversified growth
for brands globally. Based out of Mumbai,
he is an active industry advocate who likes
to combine his business acumen and lead-
ership experience to deliver innovative and
customer-centric experiences within the
digital space. In an engaging conversation
with Sharmila Chand, Mr Mehta outlines
his management principles and practices
that have helped him make big strides in
his career.

Your five management mantras
Planning with complete clarity to en-

sure seamless marriage of visions and
goals: Planning not only takes care of
strategising and implementation, but it also
ensures excellence in execution.

Teaming up the right kind of people that
result in extraordinary teams: Everyone
in the team should work with a shared vi-
sion and set system-driven work. This helps
achieve the company's goals and also lets
its employees grow personally.

Leading a team like a true leader with
transparency goes a long way: Giving regu-
lar feedback, having brainstorming ses-
sions and motivating the team from time to
time make sure that the company's vision
becomes their vision.

"Play With Disruptive
Technology"

"Don't do things
that make you
feel like you're
forced to do it.
Follow your
passion hard, and
you'll achieve
everything you
want. Do what
makes you
happy, and never
ever give up on it.
Otherwise, you
may end up
regretting it."

PANKIL MEHTA, Chief Business Officer, Alchemy Group

Play with disruptive technology: In
today's times, the world keeps changing at
an accelerating speed. One has to look
around for disruptive ways of enhancing
one's business in order to play the manage-
ment game. The right culture and system
must be set in the company which helps
achieve this.

Develop the ability to learn constantly:
As a wise man once said: "The only thing
that is constant is change."

A game that helps your career
I play Snooker often, especially when I want
to keep my mind straight. In the game of
Snooker, you always have to plan your next
two moves in advance. Snooker requires a
lot of concentration, which indirectly trains
your mind to concentrate on the most im-
portant things at work. The attention to
detail in the game has helped me be more
practical in life while thinking logically. The
game also leaves you with a bundle of ex-
perience that you can act out in your real
life, which is why I think playing Snooker
has helped me improve a lot of skills that I
apply in my work life too.

The turning point in your career life
When I slowly started to understand where
my strengths lay, especially during hard
times, I realised that there was something
more to me than I ever thought. I started to
build on my strengths and enhance them
further through on-ground experience. It
changed the way I saw things in life and in
my own line of business.

Secret of your success
I shall let you all in on my secret. You can
only achieve success when you follow your
passion. And I mean, really follow your pas-
sion. I am a risk-taker and follow my guts
when it comes to making hard decisions.
The one thing that keeps me driven is my
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also go on bicycle rides to keep myself ac-
tive after a long day of work.
Your five business mantras

Having a clear vision of your business
goals can bring about success. Goals with-
out vision are short-lived, but goals with a
vision can help you achieve a lot more than
you think.

You should always play to your
strengths by doing what you're good at.

Follow good work ideals, ethics and val-
ues that are people-oriented rather than
process-oriented.

Lead from the front so that people listen
to you.

Don't lose hope; it's the last thing you
want to think about.

Your message to youngsters
Don't do things that make you feel like
you're forced to do it. Follow your passion
hard, and you'll achieve everything you
want. I am not kidding. Do what makes you
happy, and never ever give up on it. Other-
wise, you may end up regretting it.

work ethics and values and the
way my people respond to it posi-
tively.

Your philosophy of work
Work hard, play hard - exactly like
the song that we all love jamming
to. No matter what you do in life,
just ensure that it makes a differ-
ence in your life, to the people
around you and to the people who
will benefit from it.

A person you admire
My father - I wouldn't have been
where I am today without his un-
conditional support. He has been
my backbone since the day one,
and I cannot thank him enough
for everything.

Your favourite books
The Power of Now: A Guide to
Spiritual Enlightenment by
Eckhart Tolle is an incredible
guide for people who wish to be
guided through the stresses of life
by living in the present moment.
Another book that I am really fond of is
Abundance: The Future Is Better Than You
Think by Peter H Diamandis and Steven
Kotler. The book is like a roadmap for en-
trepreneurs who seek abundance in their
life. It's one of those books that will always
be an inspiration for me.

Any interesting episode you wish
to share
Wherever I get time off, I often watch
YouTube videos relating to intermittent
fasting. My wife and I have been research-
ing on this in addition to applying it in our
lives. Reading on it and downloading
apps that help me keep track of my fast
have helped me understand my body bet-
ter. In fact, my lifestyle has drastically
changed ever since I started following in-
termittent fasting. But one should not for-
get to do one's research before planning to
practise it.

Your fitness regime
I always make it a point to start my day with
Yoga and meditation. It's very important that
I start my day with a clean slate. Apart from
that, I also follow a strictly-balanced diet
that is highly nutritious. If time permits, I

"Having a clear
vision of your
business goals
can bring about
success. Goals
without vision are
short-lived, but
goals with a vision
can help you
achieve a lot more
than you think."

Write to us at chand.sharmila@gmail.com
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A Deft Comparison
Bimal Jalan tracks India's economic growth, spanning more than seven decades, and
provides a complete picture of its journey so far.

From an inward-looking economy with a State-domi-
nated development programme to a liberalised economy

operating in a globalised world, India has indeed come a
long way since independence. In this volume, author Bimal
Jalan, a long-standing witness to India's trajectory

through the decades, gives
readers a complete picture of
the country's economic jour-
ney so far.

In the pages of this book,
there are broad issues of de-
velopment policy, the role of
science and technology, ex-
change rate management,
globalisation and more - all sig-
nificant themes in the ongoing
debate on India's approach to
economic reforms towards
2025 and beyond. Based on
extensive research and data
and aided by Mr Jalan's expe-

rience as the former governor of the Reserve Bank of India
(RBI), this book, more importantly, also provides readers a
vision for the way ahead.

Mr Jalan tracks India's economic growth, spanning more
than seven decades, and in doing so, highlights the fact
that India has survived several economic crisis and rede-
fined itself at every juncture. That India pulled
through the famine of 1960, the balance of payment crisis
of 1990-91, the Gulf crisis of 1991 and the East Asia crisis
of 1997 - to name a few - to a certain extent allays the fear
that the pandemic-triggered economic
emergency is insurmountable.

The division of the book into three
sections that are chronological as well as
thematic makes for a structured analysis
which engages the attention of both ex-
pert as well as the general reader. The first
section, titled The Decade of
Industrialisation, focuses on India's eco-
nomic strategy during the 1970s. The sec-

Author
BIMAL JALAN

Publisher
RUPA PUBLICATIONS INDIA

Pages: 232

Price: Rs 495

INDIA THEN AND NOW

ond section, entitled The Decade of Liberalisation &
Globalisation, discusses the shift in policy framework to-
wards a more outward economic orientation, gradual eas-
ing of government controls, industrial deregulation and
import liberalisation. The third section, India in the Twenty-
First Century, encompasses a broader palette, melding the
economic narrative with a discussion on development
strategy and policy reforms.

Apart from tracing major development milestones, the
author rues the fact that India has failed to alleviate pov-
erty and provide essential social services, like education,
healthcare and nutrition, to all despite advancement in
other fields. He suggests an increased allocation for so-
cial services from the meagre 6 per cent of GDP for effi-
cient implementation of poverty-alleviation programmes
and floats the idea of cash vouchers for purchase of goods
and services for the poor and channelling of funds through
NGOs. The author also lays out a broad plan for long-term
reforms. Creation of jobs in the organised and unorganised
sector, addressing export stagnation and flaws in manu-
facturing policy initiatives should be the primary govern-
ment agenda, Mr Jalan writes.

Simplification of administrative and regulatory proce-
dures, transparency in decision-making, independence of
bureaucracy and reduction in its numbers, ensuring con-
tainment of vigilance inquiry on flimsy grounds, strong
anti-defection norms and so on are some of the other sa-
gacious suggestions. The author also emphasises the need
to redefine the role of the government in economy. The
proposal that implementation of economic policies be left
to autonomous and regulatory agencies has merit as also

the suggestion that role of government in
the field of essential services be expanded
but reduced in commercial enterprises.

These are indeed challenging times for
both India and the world. Mr Jalan's book
is rich in observations and anecdotes re-
lated to India's economic history. A careful
reading of this book can help allay fears
and provide optimism for policymakers,
economists as well as the general public.

About the author
Bimal Jalan is former governor of the RBI. He has previously held several positions in the government, including those of
finance secretary and chairman of the Economic Advisory Council to Prime Minister. He has also represented India on the
boards of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank.
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This book is a vital toolkit for managing the upsetting Coronavirus news cycle and
finding equilibrium and calm at a time of chaos and uncertainty. "The worst kind of

news is the online news, the stuff that gets pushed to you. You get lost in that maze of
the internet pretty quickly, and there goes an hour, or two hours, or three hours. So, you
waste a lot of time," writes author Rolf Dobelli.

In 2013, Mr Dobelli stood in front of a roomful of journalists and proclaimed that he
did not read the news. It caused a riot. Now, he finally sets down his philosophy in
detail. And he practises what he preaches: He has not read the news for a decade.

The book is Mr Dobelli's manifesto about the dangers of the most toxic form of
information - news. He shows the damage it does to our
concentration and well-being, and how a misplaced sense
of duty can misdirect our behaviour.

Mr Dobelli's book offers readers guidance about how to
live without news and the many potential gains to be had:
less disruption, more time, less anxiety and more insights.
In a world of increasing disruption and division, this book
is a welcome voice of calm and wisdom.

A Danger Called News

Author
ROLF DOBELLI

Publisher
SCEPTRE

Pages: 176

Price:  Rs 399

STOP READING
THE NEWS

About the author
Rolf Dobelli is a Swiss writer, novelist and entrepreneur. He has an MBA and a PhD in economic philosophy from the
University of St Gallen, Switzerland. He is the bestselling author of The Art of Thinking Clearly, which has sold over 3
million copies worldwide and been translated into 40 languages.

Messed-Up Governance

Author
SHANKKAR AIYAR

Publisher
HARPERCOLLINS INDIA

Pages: 320

Price:  Rs 620

THE GATED REPUBLICSeventy years since it became a republic, India has come
a long way. But it is still failing on some key fronts.

Piped-drinking water for all continues to be a pipe dream;
homes and businesses are haunted by power outages;
lack of proper primary healthcare renders the poorest more
vulnerable; millions of children coming out of schools lack
rudimentary skills; and the security of lives and enterprises
depends on private contractors. The country is morphing
into a nation of gated republics at a glacial pace.

Indians are seceding from dependence on the govern-
ment for these most basic of services and are investing in
the pay-and-plug economy. They have internalised the
incapacity of the State to deliver these and are opting for
private providers despite the costs. Author Shankkar Aiyar
underlines that his investigative book is written for people
so that they can prod their elected representatives and
demand to know how they and their country can progress
when the State fails to deliver on the most basic of obligations.

Mr Aiyar's book is an inquiry into the history and poli-
tics of public policy and the anatomy of failure. It points

out that the maxim about mul-
tiple truths that are India is un-
fortunately proven by the sor-
did state of affairs in the de-
livery of public goods and
services. According to
Mr Aiyar, the country's abil-
ity in dealing with complexi-
ties and scale has not resulted
in creation of capacity for
transformative change.
"Truth be told, our many gov-
ernments - Central, State and
local - have flailed and failed
in delivering basic gover-
nance," he writes.

Can India sustain private republics amidst public failures
in a landscape scarred by social and economic fault lines?
What are the possible solutions? This book presents an in-
terrogative view of the history and future of private India.

About the author
Shankkar Aiyar has more than three decades of journalistic experience. He was managing editor of the India Today and head
of special investigations of The Indian Express and has received awards for excellence. His previous books include Accidental
India and Aadhaar: A Biometric History of India's 12-Digit Revolution.
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CANCER

ARIES Mar 21-Apr 20

Married couples may enjoy life to the fullest,
learning to accept their partners wholeheart-
edly. You may be able to find various avenues
of earning money. However, there may be no

major expenses, apart from some money spent to decorate
your living room. Singles may be preoccupied and con-
cerned with their career growth and may not be in any
mood to develop any relationships. The inflow of finances
may steadily increase. This may fill you up with positivity
and enthusiasm.

 Jun 22-Jul 22

Married couples may be unhappy due to in-
different and uncaring attitude of their spouse.
They may do well to exhibit patience with their
spouse, as better days are just around the

corner. The movement of Rahu through the twelfth house
may increase the probability of unwanted expenses. Do
try to keep a tight leash on them. You may spend money
on purchasing luxuries for your family. The Sun and the
Mercury are moving through the second house. This may
result in a financial gain, increasing your overall financial
stability, predicts Ganesha.

Keep a tight leash over unwanted expenses,
and do not purchase unnecessary things. You
may be focused upon saving money for the
security of your future. Monetary gains may

thrill you, and you may be brimming with positivity. How-
ever, your expenses may increase. You may want to con-
trol unwanted expenditure. Mars' transition through the
twelfth house may lead to an increase in personal expenses.
Businessmen may do well to adopt a systematic approach
and learn to accept new challenges head on.

TAURUS Apr 21-May 21

You might spend some joyous moments with
your family. However, you may have differ-
ences of opinions with the one you are emo-
tionally attached to. You should aim to sort

out such differences amicably. There may be some hand-
some financial gains in store for you. You may be focused
on saving money for your security and for your loved
one's future. Businessmen may be presented with many
lucrative opportunities, starting from the middle of the
month to the end of the month.

May 22-Jun 21GEMINI

Try budgeting your finances and keeping tight
control over unwanted expenses. You may
easily be able to manage any routine and inci-
dental expenses. Businessmen may make posi-

tive progress, according to planetary influence. Financial
planning is important. Try not to be a spendthrift, and
plan your budget accordingly to manage money matters
diligently. Focus on saving. Businessmen may do well to
move away from old strategies. Your financial stability
may be rock solid, throughout the month.

LEO Jul 23-Aug 23

Aug 24-Sep 23

During this phase, Mars influences the sec-
ond house, disturbing family tranquillity. Try
to handle any family issues tactfully. Main-
tain your composure, and try to resolve dis-

putes amicably. Your financial position may be rock solid.
You may feel like spending and showing off within your
social circle. You may do well not to go overboard in spend-
ing money. You may meet people with varied interests and
develop new friends. However, be careful and don't make
friends before knowing people well first. You may spend a
substantial amount of money for charity.

VIRGO

You may meet a lot of new people from your
social circle at parties or functions. New friend-
ships may develop, and you may have a pleas-
ant time with these new comrades. Your over-

all financial flow may increase. Businessmen planning to
commence a partnership venture may do so successfully.
There may be no accidental expenses during this month.
Try not to hurt your partner's ego, time and again, and
instead, try to think from his or her perspective. Respect
their thoughts, and give them enough time and space.
Businessmen may be inclined to invest money in a new
business venture.

LIBRA Sep 24-Oct 23

Try to avoid unnecessary expenses whenever
possible. This may ensure a stable financial
position throughout the month. Patience and
self-control may be important. Your financial

inflow may increase. While you may meet numerous people
at a social function and make friends, be careful while
choosing new friends. Exercise proper discretion. You may
wish to spend money on things you don't need. However,
you may be able to manage routine and incidental expenses
easily. Your regular income flow may not be disturbed.
However, you may constantly look out for other avenues
of increasing income.

SCORPIO Oct 24-Nov 22
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RIL's Future Brighter
Than Its Present

CAPRICORN Dec 22-Jan 20

You may spend a pleasant time with new-
found friends. Try to maintain peace and har-
mony within the family by resolving any is-
sue that has come up tactfully. Your overall

financial inflow may increase. Monetary gains may
strengthen your financial capacities substantially. There
may be no major accidental expenses foreseen during this
phase. While you may make new friends, don't get carried
away by promises made by them. The family atmosphere
may be amiable. You will be able to manage routine and
incidental expenses easily.

Remain calm and composed, and try to solve
all issues tactfully and amicably. You may be
lured into cutting corners and adopting un-
ethical ways to make a quick buck. However,

don't be taken in by such schemes as you may find your-
self in a financial mess. Nothing may steer you off the
road to success. Be prepared to face some unexpected
expenses. There may be a chance that elders of the family
may keep you negatively disturbed. Try not to enter into
futile arguments with them, and instead aim to keep them
satisfied. You may need to work hard.

SAGITTARIUS Nov 23-Dec 21

Focus on saving money for your loved ones.
Married couples may be stressed due to non-
cooperative attitude of their life partner. It may
be very important to be patient. Things may

normalise within some time. Businessmen may do well to
use this month favourably to try to strike a major deal. If
you work hard enough and are successful in striking this
deal, your financial position may be rock solid. Salaried
employees may be positively motivated to deliver more
output. You may do well to be patient with yourself and
your spouse. You may receive great opportunities to earn.

Feb 19-Mar 20

Some family issues may arise during this
phase. Try to maintain a malleable attitude,
and don't be rigid in your opinions. Peace
within the family should be your top priority.

You may do well to avoid unwanted expenses. Certain ha-
bitual expenses must also be curbed. Patience may be a
key factor during this phase. Ketu moving through the
eleventh house ensures monetary gain. Financial gains
may enliven your spirits, and you may be optimistic about
future financial prospects. You may develop some misun-
derstandings with someone you are close to.

AQUARIUS Jan 21-Feb 18

PISCES

Reliance Industries (RIL) became India's first com-
pany to hit over Rs 12,00,000 crore in market

capitalisation last month. The net worth of RIL Chair-
man Mukesh Ambani also jumped to $72 billion, mak-
ing him the only Asian tycoon in the exclusive club of
the world's top-10 richest people, according to
Bloomberg Billionaires Index. Ganesha uses astrologi-
cal analysis to find out what is in store for both RIL and
Mr Ambani.

Astrological analysis
Coming months and years will be a phase of power and
position for Mr Ambani. Financial assets of RIL will
also grow very fast and sharp. There will be a constant
rise in the company's revenue and expansion, which
will take it to new heights.

RIL is set to list its shares on the US stock market
around mid-2021.

The coming time will bring in very good results for
the financial growth of RIL. Mr Ambani will be a bit
aggressive in thoughts and actions, which will help
him reap many more benefits. The time from 2022 to
2025 will be very crucial for the RIL chief's corporate
and wealth growth.

Meanwhile, Mr Ambani's Jio platform will start pick-
ing up pace from mid-December 2020. At the same time,
Jio's parent company, RIL, will gain even more benefits
and customers' goodwill. There is a strong likelihood
that RIL's performance at the international level may
become very good in 2021.

Ganesha foresees the possibility of a trade war-like
situation with other industry leaders as the Reliance
Group may develop more interests in other allied sec-
tors. Besides, stars foretell that the company will take
aggressive steps to list the shares of RIL on the US
stock market around mid-2021. Moreover, Mr Ambani
will rise to even taller heights and will be highly re-
spected in the international arena.
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Infosys beat market expectations by
posting spectacular financial results

for the quarter ended June 2020 amid
challenges thrown up by COVID-19.
The Bengaluru-headquartered
company's net profit spurted by 11.5
per cent at Rs 4,233 crore for the Q1
of FY21 as against its net profit in the
corresponding quarter a year ago.

"During the last few months, we
took multiple steps aimed at employ-
ees' safety and well-being, while pro-
viding seamless services to our cli-
ents. Clients have recognised us for
the speed, security and effectiveness
of our remote enablement efforts,"
underlined Infosys Chief Operating
Officer (COO) U B Pravin Rao, speak-
ing to the media about the IT
company's results. Mr Rao's words
carry weight not just in Infosys but in
the entire IT industry. So, his take on
the company's good performance in
the turbulent time is enthusiastically
absorbed by the industry.

Interestingly, Mr Rao - who also
took over as chairman of IT industry
body NASSCOM this April - repre-
sents a somewhat rare breed of good,

Bangalore University, joined the soft-
ware company way back in 1986. Since
then, slowly and steadily, he climbed
up the corporate ladder to reach the
peak at one time. He held various vi-
tal positions at Infosys, heading
many divisions, such as infrastruc-
ture management services, retail, con-
sumer packaged goods, logistics and
life sciences. At one point of time, he
was also delivery head for Europe and
even managed the affairs of Infosys
for a few months as its interim MD
and CEO.

Incidentally, Mr Rao's turning
point at Infosys came in December
2013. That was the time when, N R
Narayana Murthy, one of Infosys'
founders and then chairman, under-
took a massive shake-up of the com-
pany as a part of his turnaround ef-
forts. This led to the exits of potential
CEO candidates, such as Ashok
Vemuri, V Balakrishnan and B G
Srinivas. Recognising his potential,
Mr Murthy elevated Mr Rao to be a
joint president of a division and also
got him a seat on the board of Infosys.

Mr Rao then became COO of

old-fashioned, delivery and opera-
tions manager. Moreover, his unwa-
vering presence at Infosys is all the
more significant and contrasting
against several, high-profile, execu-
tive departures from the company in
recent years.

The Infosys COO, who got his
electrical engineering degree from

F A C T S
F O R  Y O U

POISON PILL

As COVID-19 pandemic wreaks
havoc, stock prices of many

listed companies across the globe are
down and out. Some large companies
-particularly Chinese companies - with
deep pockets are scouting to take over
companies, whose stocks are battered
on the bourses. Recently, a few US
companies - such as Hexcel Corp,
Woodward, Dave and Buster's Enter-
tainment, CommVault Systems and
Tempur Sealy International - resorted
to a poison pill strategy to ward off
acquiring companies.

So, what is poison pill, and how

over may use a poison pill to make its
shares unfavourable to the acquiring
company or individual.

A poison pill is a defensive tactic
used by target companies. The typi-
cal poison pill is structured as a share-
holders' rights agreement, where the
existing shareholders of the target
company get rights to buy additional
shares the moment a takeover is an-
nounced. These shares may carry a
steep discount to the market price or
additional voting rights.

The intent of a poison pill is to make
the acquisition a costly affair for
acquirers, thereby discouraging the
takeover decision. As the poison pill
is triggered, the potential acquiring
company is compelled to negotiate
with the target company's board of
directors rather than proceed unilat-

can it keep acquiring companies at
bay? As the name indicates, a poison
pill is analogous to something that is
difficult to swallow or accept. A com-
pany targeted for an unwanted take-

A poison pill is a defensive tactic
used by a target company to keep a
hostile takeover away.

AT THE HELM

U B PRAVIN RAO
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The First Time This Maxim Was Revealed
Dadashri: I had given a man this phrase in
1951. He was asking me for the way to
traverse this ocean of worldly life. I told him:
"Avoid clashes," and I explained it to him in
this way.

It so happened that I was reading a
scriptural book one day, when he came up
to me and said: "Dada, give me some
knowledge." He used to work for me. So, I
asked him: "What knowledge can I give to
you? You get into fights with everyone, you
get into brawls!" He would get into physical
fights even in trains. He would normally
squander his money and then travel without
paying train fares according to the law, and
on top of that, he would start fights. I knew
about all of this. So, I told him: "What good
would it do to teach you? You keep getting
into clashes with everyone." He replied to me:
"Dada, this knowledge that you share with
everyone, teach me something from that." I
responded: "What good would it do to teach
you? You return each day after getting into
fights and brawls on the train."

He asked me again: "Teach me some knowledge, Dada." I told him:
"You return every day after getting into fights. I have to hear about this
every day." He persisted: "Even so, at the very least, give me some
knowledge." So, I told him: "I will give you just one sentence on the
condition that you follow it." He said: "I will definitely follow it." I told him:
"Do not get into clashes with anyone." He responded: "What is a clash?
Please explain this to me, Dada." I said: "If you are walking along a
straight path, and you come across a lamp post in the middle, should
you then walk around it or collide with it?" He answered: "No, if I collide
with it, then my head will get injured." I continued: "If a buffalo is coming
towards you, should you then walk around it or collide with it?" He replied:
"If I collide with it, will hurt me. So I would have to walk around it." I
questioned him further: "What if there was a snake along the way? What
if there was a large rock?" He replied: "I would have to walk around them
too." I asked him: "Who would have to go around?" He said: "I would
have to." "Why?" I inquired. He responded: "For my well-being. If I collide,
then I get hurt!" I said: "There are some people in this world who are like
the rock, some are like the buffalo, some are like cows, some are like
humans, some are like snakes, some are like poles. There are all kinds
of people. Now, do not get into clashes. Steer your way accordingly."

I gave him this understanding. He has not gotten into clashes with
anyone after that time. This businessman happens to be his uncle; he
came to know that his nephew does not get into clashes with anyone. So,
the businessman would purposely provoke him repeatedly. If the uncle
provoked him in a certain way, he would find his way out from another
direction. If the uncle provoked him in another way, he would find his way
out in another way. He would not let anything touch him.

Spiritual Corner Avoid Clashes
Infosys after Mr Murthy left the com-
pany in June 2014 and Vishal Sikka
became its CEO. In April 2017, Mr Rao,
who largely avoids the spotlight and
prefers to operate quietly, found him-
self in the middle of a controversy that
was not of his own making.
Mr Murthy targeted his protege,
Mr Rao, for what he saw as a dispro-
portionate increase in the latter's sal-
ary. This and other governance issues
snowballed into the exit of Mr Sikka
in August 2017. It was then that
Mr Rao occupied the hot seat as the
interim MD and CEO of Infosys up to
December 2017 when Salil Parekh took
charge of the company from him.

Now, as COVID-19 plunges the glo-
bal economy in deep crisis, the Indian
IT industry too is severely rattled.
Bigger IT companies, like TCS,
Infosys and Wipro, have been weath-
ering the storm. But there are scores
of mid-segment and small IT compa-
nies, which are facing unprecedented
heat. It is here that NASSCOM and
Mr Rao, as its current chief, step in to
provide solace and solutions in the
troubled time.

PUJYA DADASHRI

erally. This also makes it difficult for a
hostile acquiring company to buy out
a majority stake in the target company.
Poison pills significantly raise the
cost of acquisitions and create big
disincentives to deter such attempts
completely.

The poison pill tactic has been
around since the 1980s and was de-
vised by New York-based legal firm
Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen, and Katz.
The name comes from the poison pill
that spies carried in the past to avoid
being questioned by their enemies in
the event they were captured. It was
designed as a way to prevent an ac-
quiring company from buying a ma-
jority share in the potential target or
from negotiating with shareholders
directly at a time when takeovers were
becoming very common.

COMPILED BY
DR NIRU MAA

For more information on Dadashri's spiritual science,
log on to www.dadabhagwan.org. Also visit kids.dadabhagwan.org



A new curriculum structure, coding lessons, changes in the board exam
pattern and a new centre on assessment feature in the National Educa-

tion Policy (NEP), 2020, approved by the Union Cabinet in late July. The new
NEP aims to have a more competency-based assessment of students, which
promotes learning and development.

The progress card will be a holistic, 360-degree, multi-dimensional report
that reflects in great detail the progress and the uniqueness of each learner in
the cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains. The progress card will
include self-assessment, peer assessment and teacher assessment.

Board exams for Class 10 and 12 will be continued but redesigned with
holistic development as the aim. A new National Assessment Centre will be
set up as a standard-setting body. The Ministry of Human Resource Develop-
ment will henceforth be referred to as the Ministry of Education. The NEP,
which replaces the NEP of 1986, proposes changing the existing 10+2 curricu-
lar and pedagogical structure with 5+3+3+4 design, covering the children in
the age group of 3 to 18 years.

Under the new NEP, major universities across the world will be able to build
their own campuses in the country. Besides, vocational education will start in
schools from the Grade 6 and will include internships. The NEP 2020 aims to
increase the gross enrolment ratio in higher education, including vocational
education, from 26.3 per cent in 2018 to 50 per cent by 2035.

The Higher Education Commission of India (HECI), with four verticals, will
replace the UGC-AICTE regime. With regulatory functions separated and as-
signed to the four verticals, it is expected that the conflict of interest that
affects UGC's functioning and has created several quality issues in higher
education will be a thing of the past. The regulatory treatment will be the same
for all universities, private or public.

The new NEP provides universities the freedom to submit self-disclosures,
which will preclude the need for regular inspections. It also opens the doors
for multi-disciplinary education, by adopting a major-minor structure for uni-
versity education that allows students to graduate in a science subject, while
having also studied an arts subject as a part of their degree or vice-versa. The
decision to have multiple exit and entry points for higher education will ensure
that time spent at these institutions does not go unrecognised.

The new policy makes many radical departures from the past. It encourages
learning to inculcate virtues of critical thinking, analysis and conceptual clar-
ity. The intent of the policy also tilts towards giving importance to vocational
training and skill development. These are indeed the need of the hour to en-
able students walking fresh out of colleges to acquire gainful employment.
The terror of board exams seems to have been taken away, with the outcome of
these examinations complemented by continuous assessment of students'
performance throughout the year.

This education policy, like all policies of the past, talks of greater autonomy
for higher education institutions. However, there has been a wide gap be-
tween rhetoric and action on ground in the past. The past wrangles between
regulators, such as UGC or AICTE, and the colleges they regulate show how
policies and practices are worlds apart. Hopes are riding high that NEP 2020
makes a grand departure from the past even when it comes to practice.

A Radical Departure From The Past

This education policy, like
all policies of the past, talks
of greater autonomy for
higher education
institutions. However,
there has been a wide gap
between rhetoric and
action on ground in the
past. Hopes are riding high
that NEP 2020 makes a
grand departure from the
past even when it comes to
practice.

VIEWPOINT

NEP 2020 aims at holistic, 360-
degree and multi-dimensional
teaching and learning.
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